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BATA REQUIREMENTS FOR INDUSTRY 

ANALYSIS AMD PROGRAMMING 

This paper,  originally written as a draft chapter for the UHU» 

Industriai Programming Manual, has beer reproduced as a background paper for 

the International Working Party on Industrial Programming lata. 

Ita purpose is twofold.    First, it discusses the conceptual problems 

underlying the identification, collection and organisation of empirical 

information that is used for economic studies and planning decisions per- 

taining to individual industries.    Second,   it surveys the available data 
sources. 

The main tasks of industry studies in relation to economic development 
planning are the following; 

(1) Diagnosis:    the compilation and evaluation of background informa- 

tion for obtaining a panoramic view of the situation, trends, and potential- 
ities of the sector and its branches. 

(2) Plan formulation:    target setting, the translation of targete into 

programmes, and the comparative evaluation of alternative programmes. 

(3) Choice of policy Instruments for plan execution:    Identification 

of the specific institutional means of converting paper programmes into 
executable plans. 

The paper explores the data requirements and sources for each of these 
three main tasks. 

A-      Information requirements tor diagnosis 

The task of diagnoBis is the compilation, systématisation and evaluation 

of a wide variety of qualitative and quantitative information that is pertin- 

ent to the development of the industrial sector and its branches.    In the 

course of diagnosis (l) the structure of the sector has to be described, 

(2) Its evolution as a whole and by structural parts appraised and (3) all 

information evaluated in the light of its relation to overall economic and 
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industrial development. 

Apart from traditional Industrial statistics and national income accounts 

which will be discussed in more detail below,   the sources vary from country to 

country,    liiere will also be a great deal of variation according to the degree 

of completion of previous work in this area.     In many countries, much of the 

pertinent information is not formalized and recorded.    The task of diagnosis 

is to bring together'all the available practical experience as well as  statis- 

tical,  institutional, and other formal information,  and to organize this  informa- 

tion in such a way that it may be kept up to date as a ready source of reference 

for the planning process.    A Statistical Office operated along traditional lines 

is    generally not suited either to the task of collecting or to that of keeping 

up to date a complete body of diagnostic information, since this ma tar 1*1 is so 

closely oriented to its utilization in the planning process that only the 

practical planner is both motivated and qualified to work with it. 

In athibit 1, en outline is provided for the organization of inforaation 

for the diagnostic proceso.    "Ulis outline m&y also be used as a checklist of 

ths kinds of information that are to be sought.-'  asurcas of s pacific kinds of 

inforaation will be discussed further below. 

*' A similar checklist oriented to industry studies in the more highly 
developed countries will be found in Everett E. Hagen, Handbook for 
Industry Studies.    The Free Press, Qlencoe, 111., 1958, pp.3ö-ÖO. 
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EXHIBIT 1 

OUTLIKE FOR THE ORGANIZATION OF INFORNATIOK 

FOR THE PROCESS OF DIAOMOSIS 

1.     Description 

(®)   Structure of the sector and relation to the economy a* a whole. 

(1)   Gross value of production, value added,  employment, 

and investment by industrial branches.    Breakdown of 

investment (sites, buildings, machinery and plant, 
working capital), 

(ii)    Installed capacity and its degree of utilisation, 

(ill)    Sources and amounts of raw materials,  fuels and 
energy consumed, 

(iv)   Destination of production; proportion of internal 

demand supplied by industry; exports, 

(v)    Industrial location; geographical disperalo«, 

(vt)   Prevailing size of individual plants; number of plants 
by product. 

(vil)   Over-all table or partial studies of inter«Industrial 
relations. 

(b)   fetation of coefficients indicative of efficiency (far brenahaai. 
(1)    Capital-output ratio, 

(ii)   Ratio of sales to inventoriée, 

(ill)    Output per raanhour. 

.   (iv)    Specific inputs per unit of product. 

(°)   Ataeaaraent of efficiency through the comparison of the 

structure of production costs locally and abroad, on the basis of the 

physical inputs per unit of product or other pertinent basis of 

estimation,    for selected significant producta.    Identification of 

the fundamental factors underlying cost differeneea. 

(<0   Mirket structure and degree of monopoly contro^,. 

(i)   Price lévela and their comparison with prices in other 
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areas or countries.    Price controls and methods of 

price détermination, 

(ii)   Tariff protection, Indirect taxes and subsidies; exchange 

rates bearing upon prices, 

(iii)    Standards of quality. 

(iv)    The distribution system and the degree of monopoly 

control within it. 

(e) Financing of the industrial sector and the legal status of 

enterprises.    Sources and usee of funds.    The capital market 

for industrial ventures. 

(f) Institutional aspects connected with industrial production: 

(l)    Taxation,  legislation and regulation bearing on indu«trial 

production, 

(ii)   Prevailing industrial norms; quality and standardization, 

(ill)   Manufacturers' associations, 

(iv)    Industrial labour organizations, 

(v)    Institutes and other research bodies at the service of 

industry, 

(vi)   Governmental agencies connected with different aspects 

of industrial production, 

(vii)    Industrial manpower training, 

(vili)    Other aspects. 

2.      Hlatorts»! evolution and rates of ¿growth 

(a)    Construction of historical series and determination of 

growth rates: 

(l)    For the industrial sector,  compared with the economy 

as a whole, 

(li)    For the different industrial branches, 

(iii)    For different types of goods classified as: 

a. final consumption goods, nondurable; 

b. final consumption goods, durable; 

c. capital Hoods (for agriculture,  industry and 

transport; 

d. intermediate goods. 
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(lv)    For exports, 

(v)    For the production directed toward the satisfaction of 
internal demand, 

(vi)    For manufacturing production in relation to handicraft 
activities by branches of industry, 

(vit)    For average employment per plant, 

(vili)    For ele.'t-:;-cl energy and capital Inputa par unit of 
product (mechanization). 

(ix)    For labour productivity. 

(b*   *WlytiB of the growth of the different branchée of industry, 

(i)    Growth of the aggregate national product and the 

elaaticity of demand for manufactured goods (income- and 
price- elanticities). 

(ii)    Demand for intermediate use, aa a function of inter- 

industry relations and the growth of final demand. 

(Hi)    Relative prices of uomeetlc production and imports, 

(lv)    Positions of special advantage with regard to the eost 

of specific inputs, which might have led to exportation 
or to complete kiport substitution. 

(v)    Technical innovations. 

(vi)    Decisions to develop certain branches for reasons of 
economic policy. 

^   ®*e effect of eennnmtc policy on lodufltrUl growth. 

(i)    Internal terms of trade for industrial and non»industrial 
gocy'o 

.    (ii)    Foreign-trade polity. 

(lit)   Monetary and fiscal policy, 

(iv)    Credit policy. 

(v)    labour policy. 

(vi)    Policy with regard to monopolies, 

(vii)    State promotion in the industrial field. 

^   AatlylB of the efficiency of manufacturing production. 

(i)    Structure of the market and of manufacturing production; 

monopoly situations in distribution, finance or production; 
indiscriminate protection;  patents. 
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(ii) Integration of processes and industrial pools for the 

production of specific inputs at favourable scales. 

Vertical and horizontal integration of enterprises, 

(iii) Standardization and quality; regulations, 

(iv) The standards of the technical services which accompany 

given producto; the cost of spare parts, 

(v) Inflationary climates and credit policy, 

(vi) Exchange policy; the possibilities of gain by taking 

advantage of different rates of exchange and double 

invoicing; difficulties in the importation of equipment 

and basic inputs, 

(vii) Labour policy. 

(viii) Taxation: incentives for the reinvestment of profits 

and others. 

(ix) Factors affecting the efficiency of Individual 

enterprises : 

a. factors related to the internal affairs of an 

enterprise that can be influenced by the own efforts 

of the enterprise; 

b. factors originating outside the enterprise and 

related to the overall productive system andthe 

behaviour of other enterprises that can be 

influenced only by action along a broader front. 

(x) Business initiative and the supply of managerial 

personnel. 

(e) Labour productivity. (This ubject involves seme duplication 

with the analysis of general efficiency under point 2-d.) 

(i) Definition. The productivity of a single factor and 

the production function defined by a complete set of 

factors. Average and marginal productivities, 

(ii) Factor substitution, capital versus labour; different 

grades of skill in the labour force. Capital intensities 

in the core and ancillary activities of given industrial 

production processes. 
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(ill)    Labour and the administration of an enterprise. 

Separation of the effect of two factors:    the intrinsic 

quality of the labour force (general education,  discipline, 

habits),  and the quality of management.    Policies of 

maintenance and replacement of equipment.    Pay incentives. 

In-service training of the labour force,    tonagement 
training. 

(iv)   The influence of other enterprises or of the institutional 

system.    External economies and diseconomies with regard 

to transport,  energy, communications, warehousing,  general 

vocational training, housing,  public health,  renovttion, 

sales,   regulations. 

(v)   Regularity of production (seasonal variations in 

demand;   fluctuations in credit,  exchanga or tax policy; 
etc.) 

3*      Interpretation of industrial growth from the point of view of ovaran 
economic development. 

(a) Industrial development and occupational structure. Here the following 

background information is required:    evolution of the total, active, 

rural and urban populations; absorption of the active population in 

the manufacturing industry and in other activities (mining, agri- 

culture and services); comparison of productivity in different 
sectors. 

(b) Role of Industry in import substitution and analysis of its 

corresponding Incidence on the balance of payments.    Influence 

on the capacity to import (contribution to exports and to the 

satisfaction of domestic demand) and to the propensity to import 

(intermediate and capital goods imports for industry).    What would 

have happened if the import substitution effort had not bean made? 

How would exports have developed? 

(°)    Structural changes resulting from Industrial development. 

"Balanced development"  /ersus notable specialization,   in the 

concrete case under study.    Flexibility due to the establishment 

of strategic industries.    Interdependence of industrial development 
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with the development of other sectors  (stimuli and restraints). 

(à)   Analysts and evaluation of the social costs and benefits of 

the industrialization process.    What would have been the 

alternative destination of labour and other factors absorbed 

by industry directly or indirectly and what is,  in consequence, 

the opportunity cost of industrialization?    Quantitative apprecia- 

tion of the transfers a id tho redistribution of Income resulting 

from industrial development; identification of the Income-receiving 

sectors that have been favoured cr horned.    Possible social benefits 

derived from the formation or strengthening of an interpreneur lai 

class and of the Industrial working class.    Tensions provoked 

by the energence of new groups with economic, social, or political 

influence, 
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B. Plan formulation:    levels of planning «nd their daf r»r<~m^ 

In the light of the diagnostic information,  plan formulation takes its 

departure from target setting for the level of living (in part based on demand 

projection) and for the productive structure, with special attention to tech- 

nological and organizational upgrading.    Targets are then translated into 

specific final demands and activity le/els, and a trial plan (programme) is 

foraulated involving the complete specification of the productive structure and 

resource allocations.    The exploration of alternative programmes leads to the 

identification of an efficient programme under the current set of target«. 

Finally, significant tradeoffs betveen targets are explored and, if required, 
targets are re-set in the light of this information. 

Industrial plan formulation entails work at three levels of analysis, 

naaely (l) the economy-»Ide,   (2) the project and (3) the sectoral level which 

is intermediate between the former two.    lach of these levels has its own 

distinct data requirements that also vary according to the method of approach 
which is being adopted. 

1.      The economy-wide level 

At the economy-wide level analyses and projections are undertaken and 
plans are prepared in a number of alternative ways. 

(a)   fr °».1or national-Income components only j/ consumption, investment, 

government expenditure,  exports,  imports; possibly with   some 

sub-classification of each of these items, especially in regard to 

foreign capital flows.    The data requirements include the major 

national-income series together with their supporting statistics, 

and some additional information on foreign loans and direct invest- 

ments,  interest and profit remissions and amortizations. 

2/ 
See:    United Nations,  Economic Commission for Latin America, Analyses and 
Projections of Economic Development.  I.    An Introduction to the Technique 
of Programmlnfi, New York,  1955; and   United Nations, Economic Commission 
for Latin America, The Use of National Accounts for Economic Analysis and 
Development Planning  jjpeument Ho. E/CN.12 671,  Io April 196%  5» pp.   (mimeo). 
For a practical application,  see:   United Nations,   Ecoüomic Commission  for 
Latin America, Analyses and Projections of Economic Development.  VI.    The 
industrial Development of Peru, New York.  1959.   
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(b)    Sty sectoral breakdown employing input-output models  or related 

techniques.    The number of sectors^'  may vary from three or 

four raajor sectors-^'   to an inter-industry classification of 

several hundred industries,  such as the 1*50x^50 input-output study 

of the United States.¿'     In preparing such studies,   projections, 

or plans,  the formal methods of constructing an input-output 

table may be employed; alternatively,   if data availability iß 

restricted, a sectoral breakdown of the aggregates may be 

established by less sophisticated trend projection methods, and the 

interaction between sectors may then be taken into account only 

by means of o few major corrections reflecting the most important 

sectoral interactions.    The data requirements for the forma? input- 

output technique rest on the same statistical base as national 

income accounts, but involve a substantial expansion of the informa- 

tion pertaining to transactions between enterprises.     In effect,  the 

output of each enterprise has to be distributed for input-output 

purposes not only between households,  government,  the foreign 

account and other enterprises in the aggregate, but also between 

if     In discussing input-output models,  "sector" and "industry" are often 
used interchangeably.    Thus "industry" is given a wide interpretation, 
and agriculture,  services, etc.  in the aggregate or by more detailed 
classification are often referred to as "industries". 

y     See Analyses and Projections of Economic Development, VI«  The 
Industrial Development of Peru,  op.cit., Table 32. 

¿'      The following bibliographies cover input-output materials:    V.  Riley 
and R. L.  Allen,  Interindustry Economic Studies, a Comprehensive 
Bibliography of Interindustry Research, Operations Research Office, 
Johns Hopkins University, No.  BRS-4,  May 1955;    C.  E. Taskier,   Iqput» 
Output Bibliography 1955-1960,    United Nations, New York,  I96I; 
United Nations,  Input-Output Bibliography I960.1963, Statistical 
Papers,  Series M, No. 39, New York,  1964. 
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enterprises distinguished by sectoral classification.    On the 

other side of each account,  expenditures  likewise have to be 

distributed by sectoral classification within the aggregate of all 

enterprises.    In undertaking these distributions, standard statistical 

data frequently have to be complemented by marketing and cost informa- 

tion collected by means of sneclal studies concerning particular 

industries. 

(°)   3y major resources of economy-wide planning importance,  using the 

technique of commodity balances.    The number of individual cojaaodities 

accounted for at the economy-wide planning level may vary from as few 

as three (steel,  copper, and aluminum,   in United States planning 

practice during the Second World \\*& )  to over a thousand,  ae  in 

the current planning practice of the USSR.^ The data requirements 

for commodity balances consist of technical norms, i.e.,  of standard 

input requirements of different commodities into the production 

processes of industries with specified outputs, complemented by a 

very wide range of qualitative and semi-quantitative inforna tion 

pertaining to production and consumption targets, capacities,  and the 

degree to which the norms can be forced,   i.e., contracted under 

emergency conditions to alleviate specific bottlenecks. 

(d)   Sy linear programming or more general mathematical programming 

models that unite the most attractive features of the input-output 

and the commodity-bala nee techniques. Such models resemble input- 

output tables in that they have a precisely specified mathematical 

structure and can be subjected to analysis by well-known computation 

On United States wartime planning practice,  see D. Novick, M. Austen and 
W. C. Truopner,  Wartime Production Controls.  New York, Columbia University 
Press,  19l»9, and T. Scltovsky,  F. Shaw and L. Tarshis, Mobilizing Resources 
ft>-' War,   New York, McGraw Hill,  1951.  *"  

For a discussion of the planning process  in centrally planned economies, 
see United Nations,  Planning for Economic Development,  Vol.11.  Studies 
of National Planning Experience. Part 2, Centrally Planned Economies, 
New York,   1965;    United Nations,  Economic Survey of Europe in 1$55.   Part 2. 
„Economic Planning in Europe,  Geneva,  1965;    United Nations, Basic Principles 
and Experience of Industrial Development Planning in the Soviet Union, 
New York,   1965.      ' 
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techniques;  at tue sause time,  they get away frani the excessive 

riridities created by the definition of single-product industries 

that are treated both at rows (resources) and as columns  (economic 

activities).     In linear programming models these "industries" are 

replaced by individual productive activities for the accounting of 

inputs, and by resources for the accounting of product distributions 

and other resource oalanees.    Byproducts are permitted, altert»tive 

activities in an industry may occur, and there may also be an indefinite 

nuaber of primary constraints,   i.e.,  constraints of resources which 

are not produced within the rr.odel, e.g., unskilled labour.    The 

most important additional data requirements of such models, as coopered 

with input-output ¡i.odels,  pertain to the specification of alternative 

ways of producing given outputs.    In other words, while in an input- 

output model the productive structure is derived in a unique way from 

historical data, a programming model,  by the very device of 

creating alternative activities, also imposes the burden of 

identifying such alternatives in an empirical way,   even though the 

alternatives  (for example, a new steel mill under consideration 

where no steel was produced before) ¡say never have been actually 

utilized in the country in question.    In such a case reliance has to 

be placed either on engineering data or on the transfer of data 

from other countries under conditions of less than perfect compara- 

bility.    While the burden of model construction in such a caae la 

large,  the identification of alternatives is the oaiy aeeninfful nay 

of analyzing jrice relationships vithin a model. 

2.      The project level 

At the project level the point of view of the analysis is the exact 

opposite of the economy-wide level.    No claim ia made to the derivation of eoa- 

prehensive relationships that will permit an overview of the economy or even an 

industry as u whole,   but the technical characteristics and the institutional 

setting of an individual investment project are explored in depth to yield 

supporting information for a ¿j>eciflc decision that will connaît financial funda 

artd other resources  to the practical execution of the alternative that ia 



chosen.    Individual projects may be defined: 

(a)    °" th» basic of market (demand),  cost,  and institutional (finan^ 

licensing,   labour,  etc.) «»..«tlea,  m the context of a prartmi^nt.iy 

free-enterprise or mixed economy where economic viability in terms 

of revenues and coste at market prices is the primordial criterion 

of project selection.    A key element of the oost study in many 

inatancea is the undertaking of 8 detailed project en^lneerlnp effort 

prior to the final decision to proceed with the execution of the 

project.    For large projecte,  such as the building or expansion 

of an integrated steel alii, the supporting engineering and economic 

studies may represent several bulky volumes of documentation whose 

preparation requires the efforts of specialized engineering firms 

and may represent an outlay of millions of collars.    At the other 

extreme, simple projects may be supported by im more than verbal 

representations or a couple of sheets oí figures prior to the 

investment decision. 

Data requirements cover the following aspects of projects: 

(i) demand and market studies and projections;  (ii) project 

engineering;   (iti) size and location of projects;   (iv) investments 

in the project; (v) income and expenditure budgets both in national 

currency and in regard to foreign exchange requirements;  (vi) financing 

and organization; and (vii) environmental information for project 

evaluation,   including interest and foreign-exchange rates,  institu- 

tional factors (especially in regard to labour and transport) and 

pertinent government regulations. 

^   Aft ttae basls of studies of social impact that may be adduced aa 

modifications of the underlying criterion of the viability of the 

project at market prices,   in mixed economica.    In other words,  the 

contribution of the project to economy-wide objectives may be 

assessed;  for example, its effect on national product or the 

foreign-exchange balance,  its relative labour or capital intensity, 

its influence on regional or urban growth, its stimulating effect on 

the development of higher-order skills,   etc.    Among projects that meet 

the criterion of being able to survive at prevailing market prices, 
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preference may then be civen (particularly from the point of view 

of public support) to projects that rank high on the criteria of 

favorable social impact.    In specific instances public support may 

take the form of tariff or quota protection,  subsidization, or 

similar action that changes the market environment of a particular 

project and directly influences its ability to survive at the 

resultine market ¿rices. 
The data requirements for the study of social impact pertain 

to the estimation of both the direct and the indirect effects of 

the project.   Many of the effects that are of prime concern, e.g., 

on national product, the balance of payments, or the supply of 

bottleneck commodities such as fuels, can be assessed correctly    . 

only in an economy-vide context.    If certain restrictions are n«t,- 

the use of shadow prices derived from economy-vide models can be 

relied upon to evaluate with a good approximation the impact of 

particular projects on the capabilities and limitations of the 

economy as a whole.    This particular data requirement for project 

evaluation creates a close link between project-level and economy- 

wide analyses. 
(c)   On the basis of technical and economic studies aimed at tran?- 

l£&n¿ sectoral Plan tA^a foto concrete enterprise-level 

iwes^ent.jlanst   linen used in conjunction with the commodity 

balance approach at the economy-wide level, the emphasis of these 

studies is on engineering analyses of technical efficiency in 

meeting stated physical objectives,  such as the production of a 

given tonnage of steel,   lae data requirements of such engineering 

studies are very similar to the data requirements of cost studies 

undertaken in a market context; the principal difference is that 

8/       These restrictions pertain to the mathematical notion of convcx^y 
which can be loosely interpreted as the feasibility of forming 
arbitrary weighted averages of given economic activities.   See 
T. Vietorisz, Decentralisation in Nonconvex Systems.  Industrialisation 
and Productivity, Bull.12, united Nations (in press). 
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the study of market opportunities at a function of selling price* 

is replaced by the fixed objective of meeting plan targets that 

are usually specified in physical (not value) units. 

3.     The sectoral level 

The sectoral level is intermediate between the economy-wide and 

project levels.    At this level it ie desired to relieve the wrmneH of 

perspective that necessarily ittaches to project studies, and to obtain an 

overview of a wide range of alternative technical and economic development 

possibilities characterizing a reasonably large segment of the economy, yet 

without incurring the entire burden of a full economy-wide approach. 

As a result of its intermediate position the sectoral approach encounter« 

some of ta« difficulties of each of the two previous approaches.    On the one 

hand it partakes of the technical complexity and the consequent need to draw 

on detailed engineering information that goes with project studies.   Yet at 

the same tijne it covers such a wide field of economic interrelations that it 

cannot afford to take the point of view of an individual project, namely 

that the rest of the economic environment can be taken for granted and 

repercussions from the project itself or from the simultaneous execution of 

a set of similar projects need not be taken into account when the project 

is being defined.    It goes without saying that even at the project leval 

such a point of view may not be Justified when the individual project 

becomes a large addition to the existing structure of production; thus the 

study of major Individual projects rightly belongs to the field of sector 
analysis. 

As contrasted with economy-wide analyses, sector analysis Is simplified 

in that the interface between the sector and the r««t of the economy can be 

regarded as pre-set for the purposes of sector analysis.    This pre-settlng 

may be achieved in one of two alternative ways.   Either prices of certain 

resources, e.g., labor, foreign exchange, capital, and key extra-sectoral 

commodities (steel, fuel, power) are given as centrally fixed steering prices, 

or alternately there are central allocations of these resource« to the sector 

in question.   As against this simplification there is, however, a more than 

offsetting complication.    Whereas in the economy-wide analysis the structure 

of technology can often be treated a« largely linear w£«hln a tolerable margin 
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of error, at the sectoral level this Is almost never the case. At the level 

of detail of sectoral studies considerations of fixed costs, indivisibilities, 

overhead shared between complementary processes, and other direct technical 

interactions are of the essence of the economic decision process, and they 

give rise to major analytical complications. Even the technical-economic 

description of the structure of a sector can become a complex task in the 

presence of these phenomena, as attested by the engineering industries sector 

in which a satisfactory set of empirical materials is still mieslng, in spite 
9/ 

of several exploratory efforts.* 

(a) rn-~ •"*"*»• •8 technique ^ been defined a0 ** CTT, 
tion and use of industry-wide, multi-indistry and economy-wide models 

which attempt to predict production relationships on toe basis of 

technological structure.^7 This very wide definition includes 

iBt«r-industry, commodity-balance, and economy-wide linear pro- 

graming models as sub-classes of process analysis. The signi- 

ficance of process analysis at tifi- ?eve|. of ft mW *• that **»*• 

are no good alternative techniques for coming to grips b^gl with 

the detail of technological structure aj£ with the interrelation- 

ships between different technological processes. (The techniques 

to be discussed below as alternatives to process analysis are xar 

less comprehensive in their approach. 

The data requirements for process analysis consist In con- 

densed technical-economic representations of the full «ogla^rtng 

9/  See the materials of the United Nations Indu8trla\^?*^* 
Oreanlsatlon project, "Metalworking Industries as Potential Export 
Srie T,  especially: Center for Economic Planning, NewSchifo* 
social rm^r- DP plirlM "Î P"*»*•• and Export» In ttf Wfttir 

New York 196T. 

A. S. Manne 
Foundation í 

Itf AIHrlv>lB- 
Í.   T>.k. 

Cowles 
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detail of the structure of production.    Unfortunately, engineers 

are generally incapable of supplying these representations, since 

they are accustomed by training to focus on the detail of a given 

process rather than on the common features of a group of processes 

that are capable of generalization.    Thus an engineer can give an 

excellent description of e,g., a given ammonia manufacturing pro- 

cess, complete with flowsheets, sketches of equipment, temperature 

and pressure conditions, kinds of catalyst used, etc., etc., but 

he IK not likely to supply a handful of activity vectors that 

between them give an adequate shorthand description of the repre- 

sentative features of the entire technology of manufacturing 

ammonia.   Of course, in asking for the "representative" features 

we already imply the exercise of economic rather than engineering 

judgement, since we are interested in precisely those distinguishing 

features of the various technological alternatives that make a 

significant difference for the outcome of the industry-wide 

(sectoral) technical-economic study.    Thus e.g., when natural gas 

and fuel oil are distinguished as alternative raw materials for 

ammonia manufacture, while natural gas varieties with slightly 

different compositions are not, =='this implies the previous recog- 

nition of the economic fact that these two alternative raw materials 

may be available under radically different economic conditions; of 

the technical fact that they make a substantial difference in regard 

to process detail; and of the further economic fact that these 

differences in process detail are translated into sufficiently large 

differences in the descriptive activity vectors to affect the usual 

outcome of sectoral analyses.    The task of technical-economic 

process description thus requires either economists with substantial 

insight into technological process detail, or engineers with con- 

ü/   See United Nations, La Industria Qulnaica en America Latina. New York, 
1963; and T. Vietorisa,  "Programming Data Summary for the Chemical 
Industry", United Nations, Industrialisation and Productivity. Bulletin 
10, 1966. 
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siderable training in the peculiar mode of thought of the economist 

that focuses on the order of magnitude of an individual effect 

while considering the interaction of a very large number of 

different factors defining a problem. 

(b)   Feasibility studies and industrial location studies,    These 
approaches can be regarded as less formal variants of the process- 

analysis approach discussed in the previous section.    The principal 

practical difference consists in that feasibility and locational 

studies often attempt to avoid a consideration of technological 

detail and thus focus on those aspects of the economic situation 

or the planning problem within a sector that can be relied upon 

to narrow the range of technical alternatives.    Feasibility studies 
undertaken In the context of predominantly private-enterprise or 

mixed economies generally give an inordinate amount of attention 

to the forecasting of demand, since statistics supporting the study 

of this aspect are relatively easy to come by.    In developing 

countries, for example, where import substitution is one of the 

main routes to industrial progress, the market of a new kind of 

activity can often be defined reliably on the basis of import 

statistics.    These are usually available in adequate detail, sinee 

they are obtained as a byproduct of the collection of customs 

duties which have traditionally been a principal source of govern- 

ment revenues in many of the developing countries. 
T^ytjjjLLJLocatlon studles^'pay close attention to the 

definition of market areas, raw material sources, transport costs, 

and other critical cost elements in analysing the locational 

pattern of an industry.    Sites of cheap labor or low-cost power, 

12/   For a recent survey see United Nations Industrial Development 
M    Organization, l«*w*~W Lotion Planning. International Symposium 

on Industrial Development, Athens, 29 November-20 Dj««"*« W.T» 
Document ID/CONF.l/12.   See also, Walter Isard çt §1., Mefoodf ff 
Reffonal Analysis: an Introduction tn Regional Science. New York, 
Wiley, I960. 



fuel, and other inputs aire identified, and agglomeration economies 

are explored.    The latter comprise both the economies of scale 

due to the concentration of a single process into a specific 

location and the economies due to the interaction between different 

processes, usually in an urbanized area, due to the sharing of a 

common labour pool, maintenance and other industrial services and 

social overhead facilities.    In identifying all of -Wiese cost 

elements, locational studies generally have to go further in the 

direction of exploring technological structure than the typical 

feasibility study; in fact, early examples of process analysis 

have often grown out of the technological information requirements 

of locational studies.   This is the case for example, for the 
13/ chemical industry .--** 

The data requirements of feasibility and locations! studies 

are similar to the data requirements of proceas analysis models, 

but with considerably less depth of technological detail.   In 

addition to market studile, the emphasis Is on cost structures. 

Raw material costs, labour costs, transport and other costs are 

quantified and, in the case of locational studies, geographical 

variations In the prices underlying these costs are explored.    Ihe 

key difference from process analysis models is that the latter alleys 

attempt to segregate as much as possible the two key components of 

cost and revenues:    physical HffiMf, °r PUtOTftf («•«•* ««*»o«" °* 
labour of a specific skill and occupational classification) and 

prices (e.g., wage rates); while in feasibility and locational 

studies, for lack of a det lied technical-economic description of 

the productive process, costs and revenues are largely treated as 

aggregates. 

12/   For a survey of locational studies for the chemical industry, set 
T. Victories, ''Programming lata Summary for the Chemical Industry", 
££• Silk* 
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(c)    Preselection.   U-hen analysing the structure of an industry or a 

sector by means of process analysis models, feasibility studies, 

or locational studies,  the universe of potential economic activities 

subjected to consideration is far from complete, since in the very 

process of formulating such models or studies, a great many 

potential activities are excluded on a ¿riori grounds.    Since these 

grounds are often unsystematic or purely intuitive,  it has been 

recognized for some time that much is to be gained by systematizing 

the orientation process that precedes the more detailed yet more 

selective model-building or study stage.    This orientation is 

designated as the preelection procedure.    Its data requirements 

consist of many different categories of loose order-of-magnitude 

information covering as complete a universe of potential economic 

activities as possible.    Typical data of this sort include:    minimum 

«conomic scales or typical size distributions of enterprises by 

industries and industrial branches; labour, capital,  electric power, 

fuel, raw material and skill input requirements per unit of product; 

iniicators of technological complexity and sophistication,  such as 

engineers and technicians as percentage of the labour force, 

indicators of potential forward and backward linkages to other 

parts of the economy,  such as domestic raw material requirements 

as percentages of total raw material requirements, domestically 

produced equipment requirements as percentages of toal equipment 

requirements, output sold for intermediate use to other domestic 

industrieo or enterprises, as a percentage of total output pro- 

duced; other indicators oi the effect on the balance of payments 

such as total foreign exchange requirements as a percentage of the 

value of the product; and a variety of qualitative indicators of 

external economies and diseconomies, such as rankings by engineers 

or economists as to the relative contributions to the training and 

upgrading of the labour force; similar rankings in regard to the 

effect on voluntary savings,  etc. 

The preselection procedure is often best undertaken in stages. 

At the early stages a very comprehensive universe of alternatives 
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is screened on the basis of rough criteria. At progressively 

later stages more and more detailed criteria are applied to a 

narrower and narrower range of alternatives. Eventually the stage 

is reached where the remaining activities can no longer be treated 

individually, since their mutual interaction becomes the key to 

further decisions concerning the structure of development. At this 

stage it becomes necessary to switch to feasibility or locational 

studies or to formal process analysis models. 

(d) Complexes of projects. While the preselection procedure works so 

to speak from the top down, in that it starts with a high level 

of generality and works toward a lower and lower level of detail, 

a complementary approach is available that takes precisely the 

opposite tack. It starts with a promising individual project 

and builds around it a network of other projects linked to the 

original one by a web or forward and backward linkages, thereby 

defining a complex. If properly constructed, the complex provides 

mutual economic support between the individual projects within it, 

by increasing potential scales of production and thus capturing 

economies of large scale, by eliminating transport costs on inter- 

mediate products that are exchanged between members of the complex, 

and by providing economies due to the sharing of common ancillary 

and overhead facilities (steam and pover generation, site develop- 

ment, maintenance and protection facilities, administration).*-' 

Ine data 

requirements for the construction of complexes do not exactly 

coincide with the data requirements for the definition of individual 

projects. While the core project around which the rest of the 

complex is built might be defined in full engineering detail, tills 

is not necessary; all that is required is a sufficiently detailed 

description of each component project to enable the exploration 

of the linkages between projects and the economic characteristics 

Ut/ See W. Isard, E. W. Schooler, and T. Vietorisz, Industrial Complex 
Analysis and Regional Development. Wiley, New York, 1959; and United 
Nations, Report on the Inter-Regional Seminar on the Role of T•V*f |ffi] 
Complexes in Economic Development. Committee for Industrial Development, 
Fifth Session, Doc. Ño. E/C.5/6J, 23 February 1965. 
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of the complex as a whole.    Thus the data requirements move away 

from detailed project engineering infonation and become more 

comparable to the data requirements of the process analysis 

approach.    At the same time, the interaction of projects within +he 

complex forces the abandonment of the narrow,  isolated point of 

view characterizing the individual-project level of analysis. 

(e)    Very large individual^rojects.    A "project" such as the building 

of an integrated steel mill that appears to be a single unit from 

an institutional point of view,  is in reality almost always a 

complex in its own right.    An integrated steel mill, for example, 

includes the following units:    coke ovens, blast furnaces, open 

hearth or other steel conversion units; ingot and form casting; 

primary rolling (blooms, slabs); secondary and further rolling 

(billets, plates, sheets,  rods,  shapes); byproduct chemical pro- 

cesses; and numerous ancillary operations.    In the latter category 

is the maintenance of the heavy steel rollers which require metal- 

working equipment capable of handling outsize workpieces and which, 

in a developing country, may be extremely valuable as a complement 

to the engineering industries;  enormous electric power generating 

capacity; and major transport terminals and storage facilities. 

Coal or iron ore mining may be closely related to the steel mill 

and handled as part of the project; even the construction of major 

railroad links may fall within the same purview. 

Very large individual projects can thus almost always be 

treated in the came manne as complexes and should in fact be 

properly analyzed as a paru of sectoral-level studies if it is 

desired to avoid an excessively narrow view that will typically 

characterize a purely engineering view of the project.   The data 

requirements are the same as those for the usual kinds of complexes, 

with the valuable difference that large projects almost Invariably 

have a rich accumulation of supporting technical studies attached 

to them by the time they are considered for inclusion in an indus- 

trial development plan.    The other side of the coin is that by 

this time they may also have acquired an institutionalized rigidity, 
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i.e., certain technical solutions may have been settled upon in 
preference to alternatives that appear more favourable under a 
broader economie point of view, and these narrowly technical 
solutions may have acquired powerful protagonists.    It is, there- 
fore, desirable to draw such projects within the purview of 
sectoral-level analysis at the earliest possible stage, even at 
the expense of some additional data problems. 

Exhibit 2 presents a checklist of the major planning steps 
and programming procedures at the sectoral level. 
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EXHIBIT 2 

flEfl^gps&^ffw ?wm 

1. 

2. 

ir*reinfi ^e standard of 11 vir 

tori i«*i°Pf for the atctgr 

(a) Housing targets. 
(b) Targets concerning privately owned transport equip««* (bicycle, 

motorcycles, automobiles) and other consumer durmW.es. 

(c) Urbanisation targets. 

(d) Rural development targets (electrification, transport, eowajfii- 

cations). 

(e) Targets concerning educational levels. 

(f) Military targets. 

(a) Ornerai principles of technological upgrading fer êU intoni«. 

(i)   Mechanisation objectives, 

(ii)   Automation objectives. 

(ili)   Computerisation objectives, 
(iv)   Objectives concernir« the diffusion of chsmical teohnolo© 

into diverse industrial branches. 

(b) Qeneral principles of organisational upgrading for aU induci«. 

(c) The sett ine of targets for technological upgrading by specific 

lines of Industry. 
(i)   Higher standards for product quality, 

(ii)   More extensive interaction of diverse t#ctit>ologi»«« 

(ili)   New products. 

(iv)   New technologies, 
(v)    fast-changing technologies. 

(vi)    Integration of diverse systems m the design of objects. 

(vii)   Tighter restraint« on lead time. 
(d) Targets for the phasing-out of technologically obtolteeeii* pro- 

ducte and processes by specific lines of industry. 

(e) Scientific research and development targets. 
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3. 

k. 

5. 

6. 

Production target» for the »actor 

(ft)   General analysis of the s i tuet ion vlth regard to rev arterial«, 
energy and fuels, Manpower and external economies, 

(b)   Determination of production targets for traditional commodities 
In accordance vlth the projection of doaeetlc demand and vlth 
import substitution target«, 

(e)   Determination of export target« for traditional commodities, 
(d)   Production targets for nev commodities taking Into account 

import substitution and the possibility of export«. 

(a)   Projection of domestic demand; 
(l)   lor nondurable consumer goods; 

(il)   Por durable consumer good«; 
(ill)   For capital goods; 
(iv)   Por intermedíate goods (eased on input coefficient«). 

Co)   Por each of the above eases, a study should be mad« to 

vhieh goods are produced mostly domestically, Vitien are botto 
produced and imported, and vhlch are entirely imported, 

(e)   Projection of foreign lernend for Industrial exports. 

U) 
(b) 

lifB 9f mMmtlmttl fMT 
Survey of Import statistics. 
Survey of production statistics; comparison vlth a detailed 
industrial classification (it~dlglt level), to determine product« 
ant processes related to industrial production «lready ««tabliehed. 

(•)   Survey of principal rev material, energy, fuel, skilled labour 
and other resources.   Comparison vlth list of industrie« classified 
by intensity of specific resource use. 

(d)   Comparison of Information compiled according to above points with 
production target« by major branches of industry or types of 
1.1 men ill it le«. 

(a)   A suitable breakdown of each branch of the sector by productive 
activities and a general description of theee. 
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(b) Input and output data in terms of physical unit» (not value 

units) for each productive activity. 
(c) The establishment of functional relationships between productive 

activities, in accordance with variations in the following factor»t 

(i)   Product quality; 
(ii)   The assortment of products produced Jointly; 

(iii)   Types (or composition) of raw materials and intermediate 

products utilised; 
(iv)   Proportion of basic productive factor» (capital, labour); 

(v)   Scale of production; 
(vi)   Investment lead time (Maturation period) 

(4)   Storage and inventory requirements in relation to production, 

(e)   Transport requirements and social overhead capital (or servie«) 

requirements in relation to production. 
(f )   Comparison of industrial project costs, as estimated, with the 

costs as actually realised in practice. 

(g)   Other items such as: 
(i)   Differences in productivity of nanpover frasi one country 

to another; 
(ii)   Differences in per-capita consumption and demand elasticity 

for manufactured goods from one country to another; 

(lii)   Materials on the economy of handicraft activities; 

(iv)   Typical capacities of industries in diver»» region»• 

T,   FrniTiiiwinf *" th« aector (v•*** *•^i8 **** or ltM totmX ***** 
(a) Construction of complexes of project» (activities) for the sector asá 

determination of raw mater .al, intermediate product, and capacity 

requirements. 
(b) Survey of raw material, intermediate product, and capacity 

availabilities and coats.   Selection of alternative looation» for 

production. 
(c) Construction of several alternative trial progr»—»» for the »««ter, 

taking into account central resource allocations and steering prie« 

(d) Programme evaluation for current targets, allocation», ana steering 

prices: 
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s. 

(l)   Firet-approxiÄtion conelatency aneóte (reeourc« 
balance») and profitability eetiaatea at social 
accounting or market prices, 

(il)   Formai programing method». 
(t)   ïxploration of tradeoff« betve«n «ectoral target« and re- 

(l)   Exploration of tradoff» between «ectorml tarait«. 
(ii)   Re-awaluation of targata la the light of flmiulal, 

administrative, ant political conelderatlone. 

Intaration of the «mir« procedura vlth revlead 
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C.      Motion recrements for the choice of po^ÇY WrWffirtP 

The choice of policy instruments involves the identification of specific 

institutional means whereby paper programmes can be translated into executable 

plans.    In the course of this stage alternative policy instruments have to be 

investigated in the light of diagnostic background information and plan 

characteristics, and a precisely defined set of policy instruments has to be 

adopted. 

Exhibit 3 provides a checklist of major policy areas in connexion with 

the execution of industrial development plans.    In a number of these policy 

areas there is a choice between quantitative or price type policy instru- 

ments, as well as between general and specific controls.    Exhibit k presents 

a survey and classification of policy instruments from these two points of 

view. 

The choice of policy instruments overlaps to a significant extent with 

the task of plan preparation discussed in the previous section.   The separa- 

tion between the two areas is most complete under the institutional con- 

ditions prevailing in free-enterprise and mixed economies where detailed 

resource allocation plans, if any, often have a purely advisory or guideline 

function.    In centrally planned economies, on the other hand, the plan has 

traditionally contained production and investment targets as well as detailed 

resource allocations for specific industries.   Since such targets and allo- 

cations when used as control instruments are included in the area of policy 

choice, there is a substantial overlap between planning and plan execution 

policy.   Even so, a number of policy areas remain that cannot be adequately 

covered by plan figures alone, especially in the areas of institutions, 

productivity, technological change, education, and labour.   Moreover, In 

recent years there has been increasing reliance on selected features of the 

market as an instrument of decentralized control over plan execution in a 

number of centrally planned economies:   this further increases the Importane« 

of the separate consideration of policy instruments. 

The information requirements for the choice of policy instruments are 

met only in part by the information gathered for diagnosis and plan prepara- 

tion.    The diagnostic information is indispensable for background purposes, 
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but BO far as specific policy instruments are concerned it rarely provides 

more than qualitative guidance, nie stage of plan preparation at the same 

time relies on an essentially static accounting-type framework. This is 

equally true of input-output, linear programming, or commodity-balance type 

approaches, even if they cover a number of conn ecu tw» time periods. What 

is missing from these approaches is any allowance for the varying adaptation 

and selection processes characterizing the interaction between the many 

institutional components of an actual economic system; yet this is precisely 

the kind of quantitative information that would be most urgently required for 

a rational choice between policy instruments. By the same token the prices 

implied by such programming models represent (at best) but one of several 

functions of a practical price system, namely the function of weights in the 

evaluation of the effects of incommensurable resource inputs and outputs on 

the abstract choice between alternative economic activities. At the same time 

the models ignore the role of prices (and of many other concurrently operating 

control signals) in the dynamic processes of mutual adjustment (between firms, 

households, and government organisations) as well as their role in the ielection 

of successful or declining enterprises, products, and methods of production. 

Except for some materials pertaining to isolated firms in a predominantly 

private-enterprise context,-*'no dynamic models of economic behaviour in the 

above sense exist either for predominantly private-enterprise or for mixed or 

centrally planned economies. For the more developed countries there exists a 

body of economic theory on the impact of monetary and fiscal policies, foreign 

trade policy, and other general policies on the overall behaviour of the 

economy, but the operational parts of this theory refer to the aggregate 

national level and in any case they are oriented to the control of cyclical 

fluctuations rather than to the structural changes accompanying growth. It 

has been possible only in recent years to construct econometric models for 

these countries that have a tolerable predictive power for a few quarters 

ahead.*-  ïhere exist only sporadic attempa at the construction of models 

¿5/ See Jay Forrester, Industrial Pmfffftçf r M.I.T. Press, Cambridge, masa. 

"•' An example of such a model is the Wharton School Model of Prof esser 
Iawrence Klein, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa. 
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for Sloping countries that embody general policy instruments in such a 

vay that the effects of these instruments on short-term stability may be 

traded off against their effects on growth.^' All of these models, for 

advanced and developing countries alike, assume a given structural pattern 

and institutional context, in particular a given technology and a fixed 

set of ground rules for the interaction of the various institutional ex- 

ponents, that do not change between the historical periods to which the model 

is fitted and the future periods for which conditional predictions are »de 

on the effects of policy instruments. This approach can hardly be said to 

proceed much beyond the limitations of conventional programming models, and 

is in no case applicable to predicting the effects of policies which intro- 

duce major technological or organitational changes. An example of the Utter 

changes is the introduction of selected market-type mechanisms in countries 

with centrally planned economies, in regard to which present-day economie 

theory la Aitterly-JLarapn•e nf providing evenapproxlmately correct quan- 

¿8/ titatlve predictions.— 

Much of the information In the policy area is entirely heurletic. Sine« 

as a practical matter decisions are taken year after year, a learning piochas 

takes place among the decision-makers concerning the probable Impact of 

alternative policy instruments. Unfortunately this learning occurs within a 

narrow compass and produces results that are almost never formalised and are 

difficult to transfer from one economy to another. At the moment the beet 

way of dealing with these problems appears to be the case-study approach. 

Possibilities in this direction are discussed further b«low. 

17/ See H. B. Chenery and M. Bruno, "Development Alt«rnaîiv?J-i,l-*
n J**? 

Economy, the Case of Israel," Economic Journal. MarchJ
1fP25 *?f M* E* 

De Prano and J. B. Nugent, The Effects of Long-Run and SfrorV-fftiP 

Planing Goals OP Economic Wfii WW•k.  f^ZZTl^' 
Econometric Sociev, meeting, Washington, D.C., December 19ÔT. 

18/ The tremendous gap in our knowledge pertaining to the choice of 
policy instruments has been consistently emphasized by the late Jorge 
Ahumada Director of the United Nations Economic Development Training 
Programme in Santiago, Chile, who during a number of years of effort 
to achieve progress on this problem invited to Santiago several leading 
development economists. The survey of policy instrument» Ineertea In 
the present text as Exhibit k,  is a result of these initiatives. It 
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EXHIBIT 3 

gSggjIgg-OF FQLIgY AREAS PERTAINING TO 

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 

(a) Monetary policy 

(b) Fiscal policy 

(c) Foreign trade policy 

(d) Policy concerning foreign inventatati 

(e) Consumption/savings policy 

(f) Labour policy 

2.  SBfiCifJ 

(a) Production 

(b) Investment 

(c) Consumption 

(d) Foreign trade 

(e) Manpower 

(f) Natural resources 

(a) Concentration (sise distribution) 

(b) Combination (mergers, monopolies, antitrust policy) 

(c) Specialisation 

(d) Go-operation (joint research, standardisation, trade 

k-     ËÈIÊÈ&lemUBaLiatem' training policy 
(a) Oeneral education 

(b) Advanced scientific and technical education 

(Footnote continued) 

It noteworthy, nevertheless, that the main outcome «as an __,  
•tnt of programming methodology rather than an exploration of the 
dynamic problems whose understanding is Indispensable to the chote« 
of policy Instruments. For a clarification of my Ideas on these latter 
problems I am greatly indebted to Janos Kontal who irne spelled out 
conceptual foundations needed for a new departure In two as yet 
llshed monograph». 
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(c) Vocational education 
(d) Apprenticeship and on-the-job training 

{t>,   Worker retraining and adult education 

5. Regional a«vaopwgnt_J2gy8gJ£ 
(a) Distribution of productive base between regions 

(b) Inter-regional transfers 

6. HfllVfflf, Vs *l?nv,P productivity 
(a) Rate, of utilisation of available capital.   Number of shifts 

in capital-intensive industries; seasonality; fluctuation of 

demand,    lax and other stimuli to full utilisation of capital. 

(b) Modernisation of equipment and satisfactory maintenance policy: 

availability of capital for this purpose; interest ratas; tax 

and other stimuli. 
{©)   The policy pattern with raapect to marginal («sail-scale and 

inefficient) producers, handicraft and home industries. 

(d) Policy relating to the training of the lnduatrial labour force 

at all levels.    Dissemination of technical information. 

(e) Policy relating to inefficient labour practices. 

T.      f"U^ ra^Hrfi to «arketing **& gi^rlWtlflP 
Regulation of in*eiw«4iaries and their mark-ups. 
Encouragement to compétition; policy with respect to •onopoliea. 

Transport and distribtulon. 
Fixed capital investment to facilitate marketing (eoi* storage 

plants, etc.). 

8.     fraiWÜgr 9f l"lu»try 
(a)   Compilation and dissemination of data.    (Consultants' and 

Manufacturer«' directories; prices; markets? raw material 

availability; transport rates; wage levels in different 

iTMs; Busmaries of government support and regulations.) 

Assistance in the preparation of draft projects. 
Assistance with regard to the establishment of new enterprises; 

Hindi?   *f s»rvlc«B; tax exemptions and e indiar stimuli. 

Development corporations and similar institutions.    Financing 

of new vrojeetfi versus direct ^Kecution. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
U) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
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Ulli: IT 4. A survey am. classification 

of coi.:e policy instrumente 

¿.    Price variables: 

*.roa of 
, olicy 

•»•»«ufcti 

- î onotary 
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investment 

Instrument Valuables alice COU d 
lacxctssaziizzixuni !eEBBBsfea«ft8KS|>c||]Ba||t>a||)Ksa 

Interest rate l) Level of investment 
¿) Cost of protection 

Fereonnl^inca.,^ tax _l| Consumption and saving 

Corporate income tax l\ l_roil^ 
2) Inveetrnent 

Exchange rete ì! £0bt of iraports 

General tariff level U ir'ce of «PortB 

3; Dalance of paymente 

f,axeo on íorei¿,n , v T       ,    ^ „ 
rclitr 1; Level of foreign investment 

" Cc«»vupticn    'onerai sales tax        1) Consumption 

JHSS^^J^^t Uv-l,m  rates 
1) Labor cott 
i) Profit» and inveetrnent 
3) Labor inca.« 

SRIIHC 

- Imrgetmcnt 

- S°lffIilfHc» 

- v.tural 
roBourcet 

TCJBM and tubaidicc    l) Profit* aw?, production 
price oentrol 2) Inveetrnent 

Interest ratee 
tax exer.vtiont 

1) Profits 
2) Investment by oector 

Lpceific sale* t-.xoa l) Conaumption by commodity 

1) Trice to consumer 
2) Profits on doneulic production 

tariffs 

' .XpOI't    EUi.ißiv'.icO 

'Cl e subeit'^ 

Taxotj  itici oubcidier 

l) ' roiite ant   inveetrnent 

l) Labor coet w  use 
t) rofite und investi.i.nt 

1) Cost ot   procuotion 
, ) Lete of exploitation 

*/ All taxes oil set  government rcvonue and &avin¿ in addition to the 
variables eitot,. 
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Investment 
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loroi^n loans 
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Locial incurance, 
relief,  other 

transfers 

Exchante rates 

1) Investment rescurocs 
2) Lxchan¿e supply 
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2) Income distribution 
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immigration 
and 

Im .idration 

Labor supply 
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1) Prices and ¿roí its 
Ueetrictions on entry        £j L vcl ol   invCstiient 

Government &urviceo 
(Health,  education) 

1) Coneui,. tiun 
2) Income  f. i stri but i on 

- liaue 

- laVoi 

l)  L-VC.1  oí   importa 
pilota* and  .rohibitien:    ^ DoncoUc priceB 

Irr, i ort 
C^OtOF 
(j;:c!.anuo controls 

Labor ti\ mu,;, l) Mupply of skilled labor 

wurvf :',   f.uííiliaiy 

.ax ¿usi»te=-Si = ïï*sA:E:r.. ~K;3«»:SK 
învcrtnvtit,   fie, 

KB«*«K<KB!S<1 

1)  1 at*   of  uevtlopmcnt 

Tn'rcí:   i"; ~~.  ¡"hun.ry, "Uev It^-nt ìoliei^s  and Fro., rar."  unit r   r »tiens 
~~ ; conejo :uh< tin  1er LrAm America, Vol .3,   "o.l,  I .arc!. 1956, 

Ir.bl.    i. 
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D.     Data sources;    I.    Basic Industrial statistics^ 

Basic industrial statistics are the foundation of all diagnostic, planning, 

and policy-making tasks in the field of industrial development.    They consist 

of infrequent comprehensive inquiries (usually censuses) and periodic surveys 

(annual or more frequent) of less comprehensive scope, covering production 

units of different classes and gathering information concerning personnel, wages, 

fixed assets, stocks, major categorie, of costs,  revenues, gross output and 

value added.  In addition to these key items which are included <n the inter- 

national recommendations adopted by the United Nations concerning industrial 

statistics,—^ national statistical inquiries  in different countries also 
include a variety nf other information.^/ 

The importance of basic industrial statistics is attested by the fact 

that whenever the foundations are to be laid for an industrial study or plan 

in a developing country where nc industrial censué  is available or,  if avail- 

able, is out of date or unreliable, the very first task is the establishment 

of a statistical base by a special inquiry aimed at filling this gapr^*/ 

¿2/ 

20/ 

¿1/ 

22/ 

The present section draws heavily on the following key references: 
United Nations, Studies in Methods;    Industrial Censuses and Related 
Inquiries. Statistical Papers, Series F,  Nc.  h, Vol.I-II, New York, 
1953;    United Nations, Economic Commission for Latin America, Sem uni- 
on Indus trial Statistics for Latin America.  10-26 October i960,  Documents 
ST/STAT/C0NF.8/L.1 through L.9.    Excerpts from these sources are used 
freely in the text. 

See United Nations,   International Recommendations in Basic Industrial 
Statistics. Statistical Papers, Series M,  No. 17, Rev.1, I960. 

For an item-by-item survey of the contents of national industrial censuses 
in a large number of countries, see:    United Nations, Studies In Methods: 
Industrial Censuses and Related Inquiries.  Statistical Papers, 'Series f, 
No* *•  Vol. II, New York,  I953.    For mere recent presentations ef natifwal 
industrial statistics on a comparable basis,  see:   United Nations, Patterns 
?.f.iun?ü?trlal Grovth- 1958-1958 (I960), The Growth of World Industri  
1938-1961. National Tables, and The Growth of World Industry, 145^1965. 
National Tables (10671.    For a comprehensive listing of national íaUÍourcts, 
see United Nations,  Bibliography of Industrial and Distributive Trade 
Statistics. Statistical Papers, Series M,  No.  %t Rev.2, i$o"5.  

For the methods of planning an industrial  inquiry in a developing country, 
see:    United Nations, Studies in Methods :     Industrial Censuses and Related 
Inquiries, op.cit., Vol.1, Chap,Vili. •   -••* T-S-YT- 



The historical roots of present-day Industriad statistical system* that 

follow largely a common aca ef beeic principles,  go back t* two types of 

early inquiries:    (a)  production censuses and  (b) establishment censuses. 

The earliest industrial production censmts were taken in France (I669, 1778, 

1840) and the United States  (lcOy and afterwards decennially except 1829). 

The first censuses fathered data on only quantity and valu« of production — 

Prance for wool and the United States for all manufactured goods.   To these 

items soon were added data on employment, machines utilized,  and raw materials. 

The early industrial establishment censuses (Bel#lu», lÄa© airi Ûenetnj, 1*75) were 

deslfned to cover non-agricultural establishments in order to supplement eensiimms 

of population and agriculture, and consisted of extensive inventories of the 

structure and resources» of industrial and other types of economic units.    In 

a modern system of basic industrial static ties the former two approaches which 

eaphssise the role of flows  (production census) or fixed r—owe 

(establishment censué) are merged into a unified syst««. 

1.     The scope mud trmamm of the varían 

In the collection of basic industrial Statutice all periodic 

indi»trial inquiries are treated,  in so far as possible, as a single syttesi 

of statistic«.   This permits using the infrequent but comprehensive inquiries 

as basic sources of reference which can be updated and eorrmcted as need e« 

on the basis of the more frequent but less comprehensIve inquirís». 

(a)   The infrequent ooswehemlve Inquiry 1« usually a ojnsji rather 

than a aiuoli e survey |  in other words, an attempt is made to enumerate all 

producing units.   The census Is the cornerstone of the entire system of basic 

Industrial statistics.    It is deslfned to yield fundamental data on the role, 

structure, and activities oí  -he industrial sector of the eoooamy, and to 

provide the basis for the collection of more frequent or more specialised 

data on the statistical units It covers.    Thin  is accomplished by building up 

0. def initive directory »f all unite.   The data on the employment, output, and 

other mspects of the activities of these units »tirm to design sample or «ther 

survey« and to compute vtifthta for index ntmibers on production, employment, or 

producer prices.    The data als<"> provide measures of the contribution nf the 

industrial sector to tne employment, output,  or capital formation of the 
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economy, and of the relative importance In these reelects of industrial units 

engaged in various kinds of activities or falline into various classes of size. 

Census data »ay also be utilised to measure the consumption of materials, fuels, 

and electricity by various kinds of producing units, and the relationships 

between various aspects of their activities,  for example, the input of raw 

iBftterlals aa compared to the output of products or the productivity of labour. 

Still another function of the comprehensive inquiry Is to provide   detailed 

data on the commodities making up the products and raw materials of each kind 
of industrial activity. 

While the Industrial census is in principle Intended to cover all producing 

units, sos» ceilssions are at ti*«« justified.   These Include households and 

similar units producing entirely for their own use, and small Industrial unite 

which have ceased to exist between the reference period of the census and the 

time the census is taken.    In a number of developing countries where very snail 

units (e.g., those engaging lass than five persons) account for a high percentage 

of employment (though not necessarily of output) the burden of identifying and 

enumerating these can be so high and the reliability so Halted that this part 

of the work of the Industrial cens ut nay be done as part of the census of 
population. 

The frequency of the comprehensive Inquiry, as recommended by the United 
Nations, Is at least once every ten years. 

<b>   ètmml or somewhat laaa frequent inquiries.   The purpose of these 
is to follow important developments in the period Intervening between the 

infrequent comprehensive inquiries, especially in regard to the economic via- 

bility and problems of the industries within the sector, and trends In their 

productlvitle», efficiency in rev material and energy use, and unit value of 

outputs and inputs.   The coverage of these inquiries Is typically not complet«: 

the accent U on the larger producing units which typically account for a major, 

disproportionately large fraction of total output within each branch of the 

•ector.   Where this Is not the case, for example in the food, clothing, or 

construction Industries, the smaller units are generally also covered by 

means of a sample survey; in any event, such additional coverage improves the 

quality of the Inquiry.   Por the purposes of the annual Inquiries, best 
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practice Is to maintain an industrial directory currently and to enumerate 

the selected units by mail. 

(c)    Monthly or quarterly surveys.    These are required primarily to follow 

the short-run fluctuations in industrial activity.   The key data required for 

this purpose refer to production and employment.   Coverage of these survey« is 

generally limited to those units that can be successfully identified fro» a 

directory and enumerated by mail.    Even when the field to toe covered if re- 

stricted to relatively large establishments, sampling is oft«n utilised t© 

Keep the work load manageable. 
23/ 

2.      Statistical and tabulating units-*' 

The data resulting from each kind of industrial Inquiry east be 

tabulated at least according to comparable categorie« of kind of industrial 

activity that are as homogeneous as possible.   Furthers*»«, in the infrequent 

comprehensive inventories of industrial activity, classification of the result« 

according to geographical subdivisions and meaningful categories of site of 

the tabulating unit are also needed. 

Classification of the data resulting from industrial inquiries according 

to comparable and relatively homogeneous kind-of-industry classe« is basic 

to delineating the structure of the industrial sector, ascertaining ana 

analysing the differences in the experience and problème of each type of 

industrial activity, and tracing the inter-relations between these industries. 

Four major types of statistical units are considered in connect ion with 

sources and uses of industrial statistics:    (a) the establishment unit* (b) the 

enterprise unit; (c) the kind-of-activity unit; and (d) the technioal unit. 

(Note that the statistical unit is the uni+ for which datasre collected, as 

distinct from the reporting unit, from which data are collected,} 

22/   This section draws on the following reference in addition to tie 
previously cited:    United Nations, Economic Commission for Asia end the 
Par East, Formulating Industrial Development Programmes, Development 
Programming Techniques Series, No. 2, Bangkok, 1961,  Chapt, IV, See,*».2. 
Excerpts from this source are used freely in the text. 



(«)    The establishment unit,.    This i. the most cowaon statistical unit. 

The eetablishment is the unit that distinguishes,  to the extent that it is ' 

practical, between the different classes of activities in which the same 

ovBer(s) may engage as well as the different locations at which these 

activities «ay be conducted.    Though the majority of legal entities - i.e., 

tli*. smallest owning or controlling units - will consist of only one or 

predominantly one clase of activity carried on at one location,  this will not 

be the case for a number of large industrial enterprises. To be of practical 

use in infrequent as well a« other types of industrial inquirí«,  the differ- 

ent classes of industrial activities and/or different locations of a legal 

entity are subdivided into separate establishments only to the extent that the 

pertinent records of the enterprise are so subdivided.    In dividing an enterprise 

into establishment units,   it is desirable that each such unit should be engaged 

in the production of as homogeneous a set of products or services and be confinad 

to M uait* a geographical area at is feasible m the light Qf the record« 

that are »alnt»foed.   According to this definition the establish««* includes 

ancillary units such as offices, warehouses, »achine shops and power plants 

as well as the unit which directly produces the goods and services sold.   This 

approach avoids the difficulties of subdividing resources and costs between 

direct and overhead activities and contributes to the comparability of the data 

that are gathered with respect to both various establishments and various 

^ pacts of the activities and resources of the same establish*«*.    An excep- 

tion is «ade only in the case of relatively large ancillary units that serve 

core than on« industrial establishment of the same enterprise -- for example, 

central warehouses, offices, or power plants.    These central anciUaries are 

treated either as separate establishments in their «mm right or their relevant 
lata are allocated between the establishments served. 

*b> Iht enterprise unit. Statistical information can siso be collected 

tSL and £m. ¡be enterprise unit which may consist of one or more establishments. 

In countries with centrally planned economies generally the enterprise is the 

statistical unit, even though many data are aso collected by establishments. 

With the trend toward the creation of large industrial enterprises comprising 

diverse establishments, consideration has recently been given at least in one 

-i  these countries to the desirability of changing from enterprise to establish- 
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ment units as a cenerai practice, or at least to the wider use of the establish- 
2k/ 

raent as the statistical unit.— 

In predominantly private enterprise and mixed economies it is necessary 

to consider alternative definitions of the enterprise. Under a narrow defini- 

tion this coincides with a legal entity, while under a broad definition it 

comprises the group of legal entities bound together by ties of ownership or 

admitted control. One aspect of the structure of the industrial sector that 

needs to be delineated in comprehensive inquiries and the industrial direc- 

tories built from these inquiries is the structure of ties between establish- 

ments and enterprises. For this purpose, the broad definition is preferable, 

but resistance may be encountered in some countries in attempting to traee 

ties between establishments which are wider than ownership by some legal entity. 

Under a statistical inquiry based on the enterprise unit, financial data 

such as profit and loss are usually collected, supplemented at times by 

physical data such as production, raw materials, machinery, and employment. 

Since, however, some enterprises do not keep separate records for each estab- 

lishment under their control, the enterprise inquiry is likely to be confined 

more to the financial aspects than to the physical aspects of industrial 

activity. 

(c) The kind-of-activity unit. If classification of annual industrial 

data according to geographical area is not desired, it is possible to utilise 

in annual and more frequent inquiries a broader statistical unit than the 

establishment, i.e., the unit resulting from the removal of the restraint 

as to geographic area covered that is imposed on the establishment. This 

practice has been introduced recently in some European countries. In the 

comprehensive inquiry (census), however, the establishment is still retained 

as the basic statistical unit. The kind-of-activity unit makes the collection 

of annual and monthly or quarterly data easier and quicker, but it introduces 

complications into the maintenance of industrial directories and makes more 

difficult the comparison between different types of industrial inquiries. 

^J    otto Lukác¡3 and La Jos Olle, Iparstatisztlka, Köftgaadasagi ès Jogi 
Könyvkiado, Budapest, Hungary, 19651 P.IT. 
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(d) The technical unit.    For statistical purposes a technical unit can 

be defined as a physically connected set of processes producing a single kind 

of commodity group,   with allowance for Joint products.   An establishment con- 

sists of one or more such technical units.    Data collected by technical units 

would greatly improve the homogeneity of industrial statistics and their de- 

gree of comparability from country to country; however, by the very definition 

of the establishment unit,  the technical unit is not covered by separate 

administrative records unless it coincides with the establishment.    If more 

detailed administrative records did in fact become available for a technical 

unit, this unit would be treated as an establishment in its own right. 

Note the key role of administrative records  in the above definitions. 

Traditional industrial statistics are built on such administrative records. 

These are, however, by no means the only sources of primary data:    such data 

can also be derived for the technical unit by engineering estimates or by 

reliance on technical records.    The use of these other primary data sources, 

however, falls almost entirely outside the scope of traditional industrial 

statistics.    For this reason,  the latter have to be complemented from other 

sources of information or special-purpose inquiries whenever there is need 

for information at the level of the technical unit. 

(e) Appraisal of the various kinds of statistical units.    The choice 

of these units depends on the nature and purpose of the analysis.    Tech- 

nological studies on cost structure are largely based on data from the 

technical and kind-of-activity unit, and important commodities are also 

studied from this source.    Interindustry analysis  is also based in part on 

engineering.data for important sectors rather than relying entirely on the 

data of establishment units.    The technical unit,  moreover, is the corner- 

stone of process analysis at the sectoral level,  since it corresponds 

closely to the individual activity in such an analysis. 

Since traditional industrial statistics do not cover the technical 

unit and since it is extremely difficult to expand special engineering and, 

related studies of technical units to the entire field of industry, overall 

analysis including interindustry and the international comparison of cost 

data is usually based on the establishment unit.    These data, however, present 
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serious difficulties In dealing with the larger multi-unit establishment 

because of the heterogeneity of the products,  and because the component of 

Velue Added is not veil specified due to the inclusion of various overhead 

expenses. 

Statistical information based on the enterprise unit yields more detailed 

data on the components of non-industri .il costs such as advertising, accounting, 

legal,  etc., which are often included in Value Added in the case of estab- 

lishment-type inquiries.    The heterogeneity of the products, however, beco»©, 

more serious and makes the study of manufacturing cost from this source alaost 

useless,  particularly for multi-unit enterprises. 

3.      The contents of a system of industrial statistics 

While the preciee contents of basic industrial statistics vary frcw cot» 

trytccountry^the essential core of these statistics is generally in con- 

formity with a common set of basic principles.    In this section we present 

this core following the International Recommandations in Basic Industrial 

Statlgtlco^concerning the infrequent comprehensive inquiry.    The contanta 

of the annual,  quarterly or monthly inquiries are progressively fflore limitad. 

The best practice in formulating concretely and precisely the data to be 

gathered and compiled in a new basic statistical inquiry for a given country 

is to draft tables and questionnaires and to evaluate these in view of the 

requirements for data,   the bueiness records and practices of respondents,  and 

the resources and costs involved in gathering and compiling the data. 

(a)    Characteristics of the statistical and tabulating unit.    Key it«*» 

of information in this regard ares    the kind of major activity,  the site,  and 

the location of the establishment covered;   the type of legal orpni*ation ( 

{individual proprietorship, corporation,  cooperative);   the type of econoraic 

organization (single or multi-unit enterprise,  factory or handicraft opération, 

etc.).    For purposes of the industrial directory,   information is also 

SI''    See references cited in the introduction of Section D. 

—I   Ojg.cit.;  s ee notes to the introduction of Section D. 
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.anted  on the naoe >nd .ddr#gg of  tht, nfflce ^^ ^ m ^ ^^ 

ment (which might differ fro. that of the e.tafclieh^ent).     Ir, countries 

vith centrally planed or mixed economies, a  further important if of 

information pertains to the identity of the supervising authority  (»ini.try, 
etc.). ** 

(b)    ^camt ud «p. .„ „,. .,- ff11      infection i. required o* 
th. number of pnon. engaged,  broken down by function.! cf^rle. («mo» 

employe.;  the i.tter by operatives and other employees) 80d givin« detoil ' 

pert,inin« to sea.on.1 fluctuation: on th« number of »».hour, „or**, mM 

wages and salaries paid. 

vsrisble for the degree of aech.nis.tion a. veil a. a crude »-ora of pro. 

ductive  capacity - good MMNI of which .re extre««ly difficult to devia. 

within the univer.e of tradition.! induatriel .tati.tic.    Ira.*• by pris* 
movers,   electric motors, and generator.. 

(d)    <*"«** of other type, of a^hi^ry     (M of «or. reatrleted 
use. .„d collection difficultly this it«* i. ** lnclljaiQ u ^ ^„^^ 

Recordation, on Standard Induatrlal St.tl.tU., however,   th. Oa»i»|«.. 
recc^endation. on definition. Io includa ^.^ of ^ Cftficlfey of ^^^ 

kind, of machinery which it might be u.aful .ad practical to .eak i« full* 
developed cotaprahensive inquirí e«. 

(•>    fifi«*, |»ffr.    Only chanje. in the value of fixed asfeta are 
enverad,   not their total value in absolute ter«,    ftl. lg lB m% Am te tpW. 

trary »ethod. of «counting for dtpreciaHgj (which i. .1.0 o*in«|) .nd in 

J»rt to th.-ob.one. ,f m«oH~    r replient coat, which would be the mm% 

«•nlnsful MiiuN.    fte chonga covered include:    fc*al co.t of no» and uaaj 

fixed aa..t. .quired fra. other.,  t.tal coat of new fixaa ..eats produce* for 
«*n uae,   total value of »aie« of fixed ...et., mñA gro.i ^^ ^ fUi- 

«••U¡  «och of that, broken dam by (l) aoehinery,  transport and other 

«quipaont ond (ii) building..   i«pr0ve«nts to land, other con.tructlon and 
i «nd. 

if) Inventorie..    Velue of atoeks .t the beginnin« «ad end of the Inquiry 
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yaar U trollen dovn by U) ra* «Urlili,   fuel* «od supplì««,   (U) *or* in 

procej«, «ml (ili)  finished good« produced. 

(g)    Input and output of tg>rd« «nd services. 

ÍD    Electricity.    A good proxy  Indicator for  the level of 

lndu.tr!«! act Ui t'y .nd an portant datum  !,r basic p«*er «uppiy; electricity 

eoaeu»ptl«i per perem «npiged   ,r per aploye« 1« «l«c « good  Indicator of 

Metaaüetic. end »Mier..li*tiun l« lnu„-try.    Broken do*n by wount purctoeeed, 

generated, «nd sold  to    thers. 

(ii)     Inputs ci nv material«,  f•*•!«. »«* «uPrtiti  tfÜ •tfft fife 

««.nt-etad out to ctncra.    ** on Indu.trial «ata other then purehaeed 
,   , „•••=,   „,.,%. *tH- v^i'*» Added.   Statistics  on rav materials electricity   « * *•   '.ew?i   . r,   fv.pv-. *r.>-.,   v   i-e   aaucu.    J« 

•nd fuel, consumed «re »i.r wanted in coaatruetlini commodity .nd «nergy balance 

•heat« and Input-output account, and  in evaluating quentitiee con.«** .nd unit 

value« for «atari«!, «nd fuel« relative to quantities produced and unit value, 

for output,    Per »rat of these purpo.ee, data «re needed on quantitlee and 

value,    f individual raw aatarUU «rrf fuel«.    The r«c««etid«d detailed break. 

down la .. follow:    ».    Coat of ra* «•tarlala,  supplie«, component«,  etc; 

b. Quantity and coat r>f individually Important ma tarlala; c. Coat of goods to 

be «old in same condition a. purenaaadj  f.  Coat of contract and mission 

«or* don« by other«; g. test   >f repair and maintenance vork done by other«. 

(ill)    (fc-oaa outwit« of ^ood« ana service..    The data requirement« 

here are of a it ini lar character as in the case of Input«,  but have a hifttier 

decree of priority  lr. the recc*»endetiona.    The detailed breakdown 1« aa 

follov«     a.  Value of all products?  b. Quantity and value of Individually 

important presta: c. Velu,    f good* «Kpped in aaœe condition aa purchased} 

d. Receipt«  for Induatrlai work done or service rendered to othersj a. Oros. 

output during the inquiry year. 
flv)    you« added.    This Ite® a« deilved fro« establlshment-baeed 

Industrial atitiatlc» la not  exHctly equivalete to the contribution of 

Industrial unit«  to the Orna a trestle Product,  since it Is ng net of the 

c-.ntrlhutlona of  the servlot- .«roducln« «actors  (advertising,  accounting,  other 

ck.no'jltBr;t«)  t-  the output >f  lnduetrlal units. 



**'     CJMiil'loUon Scheines for industrial statistics 

In order te issue significant tabulations of the raaults of 

Industrial inquiries,  two Hey datai fica tory acheoes are required:    (•) class- 

jtication of the ätatlBticai units according to kind of industrial activity, 

and (b) a cossnodit> ciastiflcation 

(»)    Industrial classifications.    Tabulations of data according to kind 

rf industrial activity are fundaaental to the coordinated analysis and usa 

of a vide range of statistics -. not only on industrial unita but also on other 

kinds of business and on the employment of the population.   A »y s teas of 

industrial classification should therefore provide the means for grouping 

-.etiier '-nin that" are consistent it, coverage on various aspects of the 
!nd activities of similar economic units,  i.e.,  units whieh en^Lge In the 

production,   In a similar way,  of like comoditi es and services and which my 

te expected to have similar economic experience. 

In the definition of claaaif lea tory categories there is a fundamental 

conflict between the objective of accosaodating a wide rang« of consistent 

data,  which tends to widen the scope of each category, and the objective 

cf Maintaining the highaat poaaible degree of similarity within each 

^itegory, which tends to narrow this scope.    This conflict has been universally 

resolved by (i) making the scope of the narroweat categories of an industrial 

classification scheme consistant with the combination of activities occurring 

m most of the establishments or othar statiatieal units of a country, end 

ii) providing a hierarchy of categories of widening scope.    Ihe hierarchical 

structure of a claealfieatlon can be conveniently repreeented by a nuabering 

scheme for the classes in which the narrower classes are repreeented by a 

larger nuaber of digits,  the wider ones by a snmller number of digita.    Oiren 

tnis general approach, an essential phase of fonsulating or revising an 

industrial classi fies tion system is investigating the actual combinations 

<i activities — i.e., the kinds of coaeiodities produced and services 

rendered, and the process involved in this — in the establishment« or othar 

statistical units of the country.    An industrial classification,  however, carnet 

if expected to provide detailed categories which separate fro« one another 

thì different activities and processes ordinarily carried on in the sacie 

«otabliahaent« or local units —  for example,  spinning and weaving,  captive 



foundries in machine factories,  or the sale» functions of indu«trial 

units -. since for a LacK of independent administrative records belov the 

eetabliaheent level it would not be possible te gather consistent data on 

aj¿ the resources and vork involved in e%ch of these functions.    Selected^ 

aspects,  however,  can and in fact are often covered by atatletics,  for 

example the quantity and value of individual sooaoaitiea produced or the direct 

eapleywint involved.   The resulting data have to be clasßlfied by «chenee 

that are tailored to the specifics involved, and are independent of and 

supplementary to the industrial classification. 

Th. T»t.ftrnatlonal Standard Industriai Classi ficai ion of AU Econome 

Activities  (ISIC)^' w«s uovised as a tìuide te countries establishing or 

revising their industrial statistics, and as a fraaevork for international 

comparisons of data from the Industrial statistics of individuel countries, 

fh* United Mations and other international organisation* have recoaeeiided 

to toveraisenta the use of the International Standard Industrial ClAislfleetl©« 

in providing internationally coaparable statiitics classified according to 

kind of economic activity.    Tbm StaUatical Office o< the United Hetion» has 

» progreoae of publishing and «mlyelng such internationally compmimble 

national industrial statistics that are classified in conformity vith 

IStC.~' 

(b)    cnusadlty elaaelilottotu      !*••• «*e required fer pretenting 

ayttemtleally the results of inquiries covering input« and output« of 

individually  important goods and services that are collected fro« itetUtioU 

unita («e«  i tas. (g), Section DO).    I« addition, cmdltgr classification« play 

M key rol« in foreign trade statistici. 

W   uuited Nations, International Standard Industrial Cl»wUieetion of 
Ail Iconomir Activities,  Statistical Äper«,  Serie« M,  He. %, Rev. 1, 
Hev York,  195B. 

W    In addition to the references listed In a note to **.^tr^uctJj^f 
tìectl.n C,   see:    United Nation» 
International Aaa^fae« and TaM. 
See ti~ ñ "s,   see :   Un i ted Na tiona,  Th« Orgwtn of World Industry. ISSÊïXab 

M, Wev York, 19f»5. 
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Iwo major Internationally used commodity classifications are the 
following: 

(i)    Tne Standard International Trade Classification (SHC).â/ 

In order to facilitate the matching of internationally traded co«>odities 

classified under SITC with principal industries of origin as classified under 

ISIC,  the united Nations Statistical Office has prepared a correspond«** 

entitled Classification of Conrjoditiea by Industrial Origui.2^ Such a 

correspondence in which each comnodity it« Is shown within Just one industry 

group is not the saae as a oross-elassiflcetlon of conaodlty data fey industry 
In which each coasodlty ltan me y appear ••vsral tlat* If that commodity 

Is produced in several industries.    For working purposes in defining ratios 

a imports to drastic production for specific eowwditles, constructing input* 

output tables, or establishing detailed cowodlty balances, a correspondence 

is a useful starting point for deriving a full erosa-classification. 

(ii)   The eosjaodity classification of tfce United Nations Statisti«! 

Office usad In presenting internationally coapareble cceawdlty statistics 

based on the industrial censuses of Individuel eountrHs.il/ ifei, cossjodity 

clasaificstion uses a four-digit coda whosa first two digits coincide with the 

digita of the ISIC class which is the sain industry of origin fo- the cceasodlty 

in question; the regaining two digita represent a eesaodlty code that is 

independent of the more detailed ISIC classi fica Uon.    accordingly, in this 

classification a correspondence between ccaaodity and industrial statistics 
is immediately establish«« at the two-digit level. 

¿2/ United Nations, 3 
Statlsticsl A»pars,  Series 

UBitSd fcttoi». JUs|^tl^of gee, 
Statistical repars, 

?^\*!!LWie,l*nt #ntiti«s -Cosssodity Production atatistles m>l&km, 
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the informational universe provided by basic industrial statlaties 

»usi b« c«pimenfd for purpose* of Industrial analysis and planning fro* 

two -«in additional dati» source.    These can be roughly clASsliled as 

pri-arlly -t^iatical-lnatltutlon»^   tr. be discussed in the present «action, 

and primrll, technical,   to be dlscu sad in Saction F.    Ih. statt.tlcal- 

inatitutional data aourc«. *re orcen down into (l) national lnco»e account. 

ant their «stanalo»;  (2) Qovtrnoent records;   (3> ente rpri.e-ievl ürfomtto«; 

(!>> «tarlala fro« trade association, labour union, and ralatad aourcaa; and 

{•_,) »«ataríais fron fore i ^ sources. 

Ac fltUd vf iUtiatioalPinstitutional data sources inevitably overlaps 

to mm* «tant boti, vith ti« field of industrial statlatic. and with tta 

fiaU of technical data sources.    ior mm**.,  interindustry account, which 

are «tallona of national- Ine«* aecounts rely to .o*e extant on technical 

datai MA th« inforaatlon generated at the enterprise level and hejülad in 

tu« raeords of pvarant ordinations in centrally DIMM« «onoalti con- 

tain. aubatanOal technical cor.pon.nta.    It» classification should ttoarafore 

be rafarded a. rapw.anttn.-i «n -»I»«!» ".ther than a precise distinction, 

an« t. used prUoarily a. an appeal tory d-vica.    Moreover there 1. reaaon tc 

believe, as diacussed balo»,  U»t with th« spread of computerisation in ail 

aecnMlc activiUes,  the borderlines between the.« different infteraational 

univera», will be further eroded. 
32/ 

l.     Mationa^. ineom accpufiM-lSÉ J£S¿£-SgWKffil* 

Ite .yate«, of Mattona* «cocmat. Is a basic tool of eeonomic utlytU 

&   T»U jetton draw baavily m ih« feilen« doe^aa^: ^l^Ma^to» 
Fconc*le Oo»lMton for Uttn America, B» ^VpiMtPVlZffÏÏ«P 

halva CTcwtaTS this source have baan ineor- 
porated In the text.    See also:    United Ustiona, gWlfJ 
gatean of Hatlonal Account!.** Suppo^**! W*!H» s«*«w~ ^^ » 
irle« f, ¡¡o. *, lev.lTH^Vork,  1$HT 
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and projection of the structure of the economy at the aggregate level.    It 

is net possible to approach the problems of industrial development in a 

rational way except within the framework and against the background provided 

by a consistent system of national accounts.    The construction of such a 

system moreover provides an important focus for statistical work covering 

a wide range of economic activities  uà thus exercises a powerful unifying 

effect on the overall statistical effort within e country.    Inter-industry 

(Input-output) accounts are built on the foundation provided by the system 

of national accounts and can be regarded as a logical extension of these 

accounts.    Other extensions of national accounts are flow-of-funds tables and 
notional wealth  statements. 

lb formulate a consistent and workable plan at the aggregate level a 

fairly detailed picture of the econoalc situation in the base year and of past 

development during a reasonably long historical period is needed.    A quanti- 

tative assessment of general economic growth during recent and past years and 

of the contribution of the various industries and factors of production to 

this growth is required.    To obtain an idea about the investment effort 

necessary for an increase in the product of a given magnitude it is necessary 

to know toe share of total resources which in recent and past years has been 

levoted to the building up and renewal of the capital stock and to have an 

idee about the magnitude of this capital stock itself.    National income and 

national accounts estimates also furnish the raw material for the construc- 

tion of balances of total demand and supply by main components, which are 

indispensable in revealing the existence ana sources of inflationary pres- 
sures on the balance cf payments. 

<•)    Bf &B** of Sirici.    In the following, a number of national 

recounts are listed which are necessary for a fully developed system of long 

and short ter» planning and for eeonoaic analysis.    Theseries listed under 

(l)-(viii) below may be considered as the minimum regulreaent.    A less COIB- 

Plete set uf estimates would still be useful for some purposes, but without 

the aeries mentioned under items (i),  (il),   (m),  (vi) and (vii) even 

rudiœentary planning and economic analysis would be difficult.    The series 

tiated under (*i)-(xil) arc highly important for planning, but their avail- 
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ability in developing countries will generally be limited even though it 

is desirable that they be included in a long-term effort «ijaed at Improving 

the data base of planning. 
(i)    Gross domestic product by industrial orialn at current 

and constant prices with a reasonably detailed sector 

breakdown, 
(il)    Expenditures on gross national product at current and 

constant prices,  classified by main item«, 

(iii)    Breakdowns of «roas fixed capital fondation by typ» 

of capital goods,  by public and private,  and if 

possible by industry of uae*  at current and constant 

prices. 
(lv)    Private consumption broken down by »in groupa, at current 

and constant prices, 

(v)   Distribution of national loco«« at current prices 

according to ¡aain items, 

(vi)    Government incomes, and current and capital «spsflütara«, 

broken down by economic and functional categoria** 

(vii)    International tranaactions. 
(vili)   A syatem of national accounts.    Tfcia recuire* arrangement 

in systematic form of selected 1 tatua from tii« earlier* 

mentioned series plus aaae supplementary infor«ation. 

An extension of the system in the direction of incor- 

porating production account« for the various industrie* 

as well as balances of supply and demand by eowaodity 

group for selected yt¿ers are desirable f«r planning 

purposes, especially for locating bottlenecks in the 

supply of specific industries, 

(lx)    Incut»output table.    For purposes of analysing the effect* 

on domestic production cf an expansion of spécifie eeetore 

of the economy,  even table« which ewer a Halted maber of 

industries, with heavy concentration on the manufacturing 

sector,  are useful, 

(x)    Inventory of niitiw real capital. Ifce annual data on 



groas fixed capital foraation provide only a partial 

picture of the importance of real capital for eeonoaic 

development.    An inventory of existing reel capital et 

depreciated replacement coats is a highly deairable 

addition, perwlttln^ an appraisal of the structure of 

capital stock and capi tal-output ratios by various 
industries. 

(xi)    y*e»»o*-fl»d8 *!*lyil».    A desirable financial supplement 

to statements in terms of transactions Li goods a/id services. 

<***)   ^ffljl dstfe.    Of special importance to larger countries 
with ujieven regional development. 

ffc)    littafcUon methods and suasorUiig itatlsUcs. 
(i)    <Nll«aPt*ry etUaatlng aathod for a ayatsji of nttiflaj| 

IftfQf if titles.    A total for doctes tic product it firat 

arrived at by moans of the te« callad value-added or expendi- 

ture netted,  i.e., by sunning up gross production valu«« 

late inputs industry by industry.   Alternately ualnf the latea* 

aathod, gross national product oan be arrived at by estlaBtlng 

factor shsres («aia« and salaries, profita, interest, rant), 

indirect taxes and depreciation industry by industry, 

and susaUng.    ine reeultin« totals for» the central part 

of the wholr national accounts structure.    Breakdowns by 

«panditure categories, income shares,  etc., are than 

arrived at by utilising whatever further Information la 

available!   social security, wa«e and eaployeent records, 

government accounts, foreign-trade statistica, and the balance 

of payments.    A number of laportaot itaaa, lü» personal eon. 

suaption, saving»,  income of households and unincorporated 

antarprlaea, are obtained at résiduels, absorbin« uncontrolled 
amounts of errors and caissions. 

(ll)   *• aaiaaodlty flow utethod.    TV,is »athed contatta of an 

analytls of data on issporta, asporta, and doaestlc 

production, following each itasi or group of aiailar i\ 

fresi ita origin to its final destination as Inputs in 
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domestic industries or aß consumption, capital formation, 

or exports.    Appropriate trade and transport margins ob- 

talned by special surveys are added to ex-factory values 

»nd the Items valued at purchaser prices are allocated by 

final destination taking account of the nature of the 

cownodity.    A number of more or less arbitrary decisions 

Are involved both in deciding the mark-ups and particularly 

in allocating the various Items by final use. 

Ito apply the commodity flov method successfully, all 

existing data on exports,  imports, and domile production 

bave to be analyzed in as groat detail as possible.    One of the 

reason* that the method is • forceful tool of national account. 

MUMtlon is precisely that,  if effectively applied, it 

forées a füll utilisation and a critical survey of theae 

data which are indispensable in thenseives for econoeic 

policy ana planning purposea. 

(@)    fcffH fat» needed for the c^finY ^m mmdt 

(i)   Annual statistics on exports and isipcrts in tuff talent 

detail to group together eomaodities with similar mm. 

Detailed end-use classifications are of great help if Iwilt 

into these statistics. 

<il)   Annual production statistics for apiculture, mining, energy 

and manufacturing classified In similar detail as the 

foreign» trade statistics, 

(ili)   Special annual Inferaation on the mlue of output of the 

cenatructlor. industry la needed, as it is not possible 

te arrive at reliable flares for construction expenditure« 

by the cQ«»c4ity flc* »etaed. 

(I»)   Annual date on value of services rendered hy eesMee and 

transporta tinn, together vith average trade •argina, trans- 

port, and installation costs for various types of eoaweditles. 

(v)    Annual es Us» te of total rents paid as a »«asura of housing 

service« rendered. 

(vi)    Annual statistics for imnJtfi and financial institutions, 



to estimate the value of paid and imputed services 
rendered, 

(vil)    Statistical information on private part of personal 

service« rendered;    educa tion4  medieal, recreational, 
professional, 

(viii)    Government:    information on receipts and expendituras, not 

as budgeted ex ante, but es realized ex post, properly 
classified. 

M   Ptftwr data needed to complete the ayate« of nat.fp»al account«. 

Ine commodity fie» method ia applicable only to estimates of domestic 

product by sector of origin and by expenditure categories, and govmrmmnt 

sceounte provide only part of the additional infornation needed to complete 

a system of national accounts and suK»rtlaf tables.    For the breakdown 

of national ine eoe by factor shares the following additional Information la 
necessary: 

(*)    ^*Mf IP! »lalEig»    «octal security payments, tai income 
in kind. 

(ii)   An Independent eeUaat* of corporate sa vinas. 

Uli)   Depreciation:    meaningful eetlmates of this Item ara 

practloally impossible to obtain and therefore data amy 
be presented on a groas basis only, 

Additional Items of Inforastion include the following: 

<lv)    l^aact^ of» payments statistics. 
(v)    C— f> invotorlae.    Itola Infornation is needed 

independently,  In order to cheek the neceseerily arbitrary 

allocations of goods t© this ite» by the commodity flow 

method,    îtels is one of the ¡»oat difficult i teas t© eatismte 

In toe national accounts of any country. 

(,)   1» f^MtrycUon of ltuiuUom»at ttAl-.^/ mis follow the 
mm procedure and relias on the eawe supporti*« infornaUon aa tìì« 

conatrootion of national-Incoa* accounts by the commodity flow »ethod, except 

•*     Ìbis section follows closely and excerpts extensively the following 
referenceî    United Ustiona,  Bonomie Ceamieaion for Asia and the Par 
*J¿» ft>«na»Uftg fadMtrlal Deva^Baant Pragraaaaa. ej.cJI., Sec.4.20. 
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that more detail is required tor deciding on Allocation« of commodities to 

specific consuming sectors.    It is therefore customary to construct input- 

output tables for census years for which input information by purchasers, 

given at purchasers1 prices, is available. Hile information is, however, 

not complete, and missing input data must be obtained by more-or-less 

arbitrary distributions of product values at producers' prices, using 

tlon from marketing and technical sources to fill statistical gaps.    A 

separate estimate of services rendered by wholesale and retail trade is 

necessary to fill In the table; the usual «ay of doing this is to establish 
trade margins by commodity. 

(i)    Statomi classification. In compiling an input-output table, 

the sectoral classification needs to be decided first, though 

it say be revised afterwards.    Iti« International Standard 

Industrial Classification^' of the United Rations usually 

provides the basic framework for this purpose.    It is likely 

that tails classification will need some adaptation owing to 

the differences in industrial structure of different 

countries.   It is preferable, however, for the international 

comparability of the input-output coefficiente that the 

sectoral classification be the sane as the ISIC at least at 
'Mie 2-digit level. 

»Br analytical purposes, it is usually required that 

homogeneity be maintained for each sector as much as possible 

either for inputs or for the demand side.   In other words, if 

both sides are heterogenous, the sector concerned should as 

subdivided.   Otherwise, the estimates of the indirect offsets, 

characteristic of interindustry analysis, say be Meiert, 

The interindustry worker must ccdproaise between this 

theoretical requirement and international conparability.    (If 

the >digit level of the ISIC is adopted, the compromise is 

such easier.)   Disaggregation is particularly important for a 

sector consisting of commodities with different iaport ratios, 

such as agriculture, mining, machinery, etc.   Sines tbe 

*"'    Çp.c^t. 
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««a **my pattarne are différait for domestic and import* 
«oodi, it 1. d««imb*. to .tt up eub.eactora for the eoaeod. 
ititi with a high iaport ratio withm the framework of inter- 
national comparabili ty. 

<u)   im of U* tejflf.    We nu»b«.r of rove (i.##| eoaeoditi«« 
froiuced) need „ot necetierily be tte 3m a. the number of 
•oliane (i.«„ coneuming seetore).    >U la the itali«, «* 
Japanese etudi««, a rastangular tabi* with ft u,.^ mimt)tr of 

row* than colmine is of advantage for both «aaAytieel ^ itmt. 
ii*eai purpose..   Analytically it 1. u««m for further »t^,, 
Qf i-portant eaaeeditiea, pertieujj*ly the.* with a high import 
»tie to total amply,, flu. m.*** naysHobi meamia} for 

•tetlitleel reame, because it faoilitatae tht ideiitifieetteti 
•f the »erk.t pattern for earteln coaaeodltlee fcr vhich neither 
«ott BOT aarkat data are e*eU*Me,   Another fem of rect*AguU.v 
*tt« vitto a Urtar ouater of colu-De than rette aight be «font. 
•Mir coapUed, ehoving th« existence of vmrlous alternative 
|tee«e«»e. «lia typ« of table would require en^neerlng data 
for soae of the processes to the relaxant Matera. 

»e original inpuVoutput work-aba*ta, which prorida th« 
fceagrouiid for tha ftoai tibia» should M M detallad M baaio 
«ate ftpiit.   It la aoasjoa to fiai that tha original %»mlt- 
M®e contains ae aeny as 200 to 500 ^•MWft%tat> whareaa to 
*e fiata table thaae are aggregated into only f© te f© sao- 
tei*.   New«*«*, thare amy be the oaa* where, say, a 200 x 200 
original tabla oauKt be ©capllad, but200xkOandkOx**3 
tibies are not vary diffioult te oonetruct.   la such a rata 
*•*• rectangular tetta« ou be ueed M m Intarliate «teg« 
tat tea final table of èô * aO «ea ba ««ally cross-eheek«d 
ftee bath tha Input and output aü« without uaing a m i 200 
original table. 

Iaported cooacdltlea raquira special attention.   If tha 
auaeer of saotora la vary liai tad and «acb «««ter eoataiaa 
ooeeoditiee with difteria« ¿ifiûr>out|>ut retioe, a« show« 
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in the Japanese table for 1955 and In the table» for some 

Latin American countries, each sector should preferably 

be divided row-wise into domestic and imported products so 

that 2 (n x n) matrices can be obtained.    This sort of table 

is particularly suited to the study of import substitution, 

since it leaves open the question as to the specific tech- 

nical or behavioural relations that will be postulated between 

domestic production and imports (e.g., which imports will be 

treated as competitive and which are non-competitive) in the 

course of transforming the accounting table into an analytical 

model. 
As indicated below   , a "physical input-output matrix" can 

be compiled in terms of physical units for specified important 

commodities.   This kind of table is based on engineering and 

statistical data.    It is useful particularly for study of 

physical input-output coefficients and for detailed eofaaodity 

balances.   Partial tables of this kind can be made in countries 

that lack data for a comparable interindustry analysis. 

(m)   Valuation.   The first probie» in valuation is th« choice of 

purchaser versus producer price. The problem can be treated in 

a «ay quite similar to that of the conventional national 

income accounts.    The market price valuation, i.e. valuation 

to Include indirect taxes minus subsidies,  is most common and 

is more practical in many countries because of the difficulty 

in eliminating completely the effect of taxes and subsidies 

from the interindustry table.  (The complete elimination of 

these effects, i.e., a conversion from market to factor 

price valuation can be done only with an aid of the inverse 

of the original coefficient matrix after the completion of the 

table valued at market price.) 

The second problem of the valuation of distributive 

cost is peculiar to the interindustry account. Since the 

table is concerned with the direct relationship between the 

consumer and producer, checking of the balance between total 

Inputs and output» requires cons is tent treatment of the trade 

margin and transport costs.    In the case of purchaser's price 
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tables, these distributive cost« are charged to the producer 
of the product but in tht OIM of producer's price, to the 
purchasers of tht relevant commodities.   While the method 
©f valuation at producer!' price shotting the differences 
in the pattern of distributive costs is mors useful for 
industriel s todies, use of the method of purchasers* prices as? 
*e dictated by considerati«9iis of practical convenience,   the 
analytical deficiency of the purchaser's price method say be 
partially o vere eoe by Introducing » sepárete sector for 

retail trading or »toiler activities, which are usually differ« 
eat fro* ordinary distributive activities, 

(iT)   ISM^IBM*   **• requireaents for the construcUon of inter* 
Industry tables are much greater than those lor national income 
eetimation.   in order to obtain national Income estimates, one 
can proceed, if the data permit, by either the ¿flßjmg method 
or **>• »ttamadi^iire method, without bothering about industrial 
cost data,   the application of the oa—aâitv fjoy method to 

arrive at national Income eetimatee does not require a detailed 
classification of cesta of different sectors of the economy; 
if it la possible to obtain relttble figures of total seat 
end total gross output for all the productive sectors (even if 
in the form of highly consolidated groups}, one earn arrive at 
fairly reliable estimates of national income.^   In the con. 
•iwieti©» ©f interindustry tables, hovever, the choice of dami 
la much aere limited; is fact, they need all tas «ata required 
*T »AHfee mesa methods of national income eetimation and acre. 
lima national income eetimatee ne¿ eg ate broad aggregate«, 
interlnduatry tables ara eatrlces involving a detailed classi* 
fieetion of the productive sectors of an economy.    In actual 
practice, «ne te non-availability of data, a larga amenât et 
ooneoliéation ©f sectors is unavoidable in the construction 
©f interindustry tablas, but if these consolidation« ate 
extended beyond certain limita, they are likely te defeat the 

«W   tat See . *!>•» (i) and (ii). 
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purpose of the table. 
Ideally, there are two methodB of compiling interindustry 

tables i    either by tracing the flows of different commodities 

to their various uses and thus filling in the table row-vise 

(eossnodity flow approach) or by recording the '.nputs consumed 

by different sectors, necessitating the completion of the table 

column-wise (expenditure approach).    If both kinds of data 

ara available, one provides a valuable check against the 

other.    In many countries, however, there is not much scope for 

choice, as the materials available are mostly in the form of 

eost data.    In considerine data requirements for interindustry 

tables, ve are thus led to an intensive examination of the 

coverage and nature of cost data to point out the gaps which 

have to be filled in for planning purposes. 

Construction of the interindustry "able consists of four 

•taces:    (l) design of worksheet table; (2) estimation of con- 

trol, figures, such ss output,  export and import by industry 

in producer*• and purchaser's price; (3) estimation of sub- 

control figures, such as value added, intermedial» and final 

demand by industry, and checking the balance between total 

value added and total final demand; (k) estimation of sectoral 

breakdown and cheeking of balance between input* and outputs 

by industry. 

As for the final demand sectors, the data from household 

budget surveys and the administrative records of government 

budoets are used for interindustry studies, 

(v)   Physical innut-outaut tables.    While interindustry tables 

usually show value flows,  the method of commodity balances 

involves the balancing of supply and demand in terms of 

physical quantities.   In principle, títere is no basic 

difference between physical input* output tables and the 

method of commodity balances, apart from the way of presenta- 

tion.   The construction of physical input-output tables requires 

s vary detailed classification of sectors, so that the 
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eos*odltis* produced by each sector are aufficiantly hoao» 
seneou. ana amenable to ptoyetìcal (luantifloation.    Usually, 
eosjeodlty balances are attempted for what are considered 
M key commodities, which In essence correspond to « partial 
physical input-output tabi«. 

Industrial cost and output data collected oo the baili 
of oetiSUB of Manufacture* or eaople survey« ehould provide, 
whenever possible, phyaical quantities of output« ani inputi 
•Ion« with their value..   Apart freu these the «min eouroe of 

iafeffmtion for construetioii of coaaodity bejaaoe* it provided 
fey engineering data.    One« the project! to be Incorporated I« 

th« plan are foroulated, standard engineering data adjusted 
t© take account of looal coadlUone «y b« fruitfully utUited 
io constructing an intarinduetry table for a future year. 

3MM art account» of Xiaafiáti tran». 
various sector« of th« eooooay, but with « différant eeetorlae; 

t*m that applied to £& transaction«.   Where», th. indu«try ©l^ifiamtüa 
of input-output tabla« refer, to the kind, of arGeMetlw activity, i..,# it 

*• •Manually an establUbaent classification, la a flon^of-fuod« statement 
•«»et« and usee of funds nave to be elasalfled by institutional «eatort 
toBe^mtM mmmmm «terpri..., #||M|gm tartines*, aaaeral 
ÉOTTaalár» Ml Timtsffllll    «ith preferably further Hreafcdoir»* vitate teats 

»K» «*§*• of estlaatln«: «to required tianeaeUona «MI 

•l»iw«sjs»t of the net transaction* in various types of 
financial assets «a« liabilities between thee« saotors euriaf 
ft year, 

(ii)   l**«*ure»ent of ohtnfes fro» year to year in the 

etMsjt poaition for the varloue type* of flMUssial. 
•Jet liabilities. 

A* ©a •orernaerrt and financial insUtutlon« ate fairly laartllji 
«•»IWAt la »cat countrle«, households ana incorporated •^#t^rfttflli mm> 

mtm amy however require special survey*. Aa integration ©f flow-ofufunoi 
statemant« with national accounts require« a réconciliation ef toe amia 

(i) 
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(g)   Statuants of existing real capital. B>e ran material fer »ueh 
statement* comes in part from the censuses of agriculture, housing, mining, 
and manufacturing, especially if designed with this specific purpose sroong 
their objectives! indirect methods and surveys are however necessary to 
complete the picture for all sectors.   One main problem in coBiteuoting 
•stimatee of existing real capital is the choice of a principle of valuation. 
Biis is beoause many of   he asset 3 to te evaluated do not regularly ebmng» 
Imi^i« and therefore do not have a current market price.    One solution 
frequently applied is to choose depreciated replacement coat for reproâue- 
lble assets combined with the market value for intangible assets for whleh » 
aarket «lets, and the face value for other intangible assets.    In order 
to eatabliih a direct connexion between the national accounts and the 
estimates of existing real capital stock, the same »«storing hai to be 
applied to the Utter as to gross capital formation and preduet by industry. 

government reword» are an indisp»a»»ele »eure« of additional 
information for Industrie! analyel» and planning.    It baa already been pointed 
out in the previous »action that government receipt and expenditure records 

arm required for constructing a »ysteo of national accounts.   These data, 
however, are only a amali part of the information available from gov arment 

sources. 

for the purpoeea of this dlaeuaeion, the»e sourem» art dividud into ftm 
claasee:    (a) ganaral administrative records* (b) legislative records* 
(e) Judioial reeordsi (d) records of government agencies diresti* involved 
in «1» plowing proc««»i and (e) . eeords of government enterprise«,   ft« 
last class »111 be discussed In, the next section in connection with entejv 

prise-level information sources. 

(a)   flaemaml »dminiatrative record». In the area of atoiniitretive 

records, the following are of major importances 
(1)   Passu» record» and other materiali that> are s^fot ff 

dlaeloaura limitations.   In countrlee with predominantly 
private-enterprise and mixed economie« tilt protection ©f 
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comercial secrecy la built Into the vary foundations of the 
statistical system.    In such countries, the central Statistics! 
service has extensive materials in the for» of director le« »M 

||Í|y|duf4 returns for enterprises or households that cannot 
be released at all or unless merged into a total by tabulation, 
these »ateríais can nevertheless be nade accessible to special 
analysis where this analysis can be formalised so that it is 
performed under the control of the Statistical office itself and 
only the final results, which satisfy disclosure constraints, are 
released.   The potentialities in this direction have been cuor- 
•ously Increased by the electronic computer, since detailed pro- 
grammes can be Witten by outsiders for use with a data storage 
medium (for empie, a magnetic tape) that never leaves the 
Páyale*! centre! of the Statistical office, and where the latter 
office needs to inspect nothing but the finsi printout. 

torn tern» principle can also be applied to other confidential 
gpvaiiaiJit Materials besides census records.   In countries with 
9mmm ptow,i •*•**••. *** mum*, **t*m categories of 
«•a*®**« ««Ä planning information say be subject t@ a hierarchical 
systea of off lete! secrecy j to all countries, information pertain- 
ing te mUitary industri« u privileged; ta* and social security 
*«*«*•» material, pertaining to licensing ana regulation, ete., 
«*• also often Halted with regard to disclosure.    In an of these 
«•«•i m« inforamtion can ht made socesslble to non-privileged 
users, far many purposes that require ©my the intermediate use 
«f sensitive detail without requiring its final disclosure,   fa 
this ena the records have to be kept in a standard, computer- 
wsmTsMe format and «lis format ltmelf »at te be Known by poten- 
tlal 

ateríais are typioally 
U at the Central Bank ©r related institutions, 

•at* regulation and inspection:   «ateríais pertaining to 
the types of leans, reserves. 

Credit:   regulation of houeehold installment purchases 
and commercial credit.   Surveys, applications. 
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Import licensing:   application» for license» with 

supporting materials. 
-       Foreign investments, loans, amortisation«, profit 

repatriation.    Operating data and profitability inforemtlefi 

on major enterprises, 
(ii*)   fiMcml.   Budgetary and de facto realised revenue» and expendi- 

ture» and related smterial* are typically available at the 
Finance Ministry, Budget Office, or related institution». 

a. fixes and other revenu«. 
tax records for household» and enterpriser 

CUB toe» dirty receipts by commodity 
indirect tax receipts by coaasftity 

• .      social security taxes and otilar reeari» 

b. Expenditures 
-      government procurement by agencies 

direct factor payments by agencies 
(*•)   fftiitary.   In a number of oountrie», tu« military control» «a» 

pleite» of nilitary-oriented indu»trie», generally centred m —" 
munition», vehicle», aircraft, fuel», axploeive» and otter 
chemicals.   In «any instances, the military i« involved in eo»~ 
•truction activities with significant indirect eemmetity input». 

In »till other case», the military is at the focus of a» •*- 
tensive hierarchical contracting network involving activities 
that originate radical technological innovation».   All of 
activities generate massive data file» that are of fundamental 
importance for industrial analysis and püaiming.   For the lattar 
purpose, military target-setting is alao of importane» »ine« it 
interact» with the general level of industrialisation ani 

tien.   Hie main categories to be considered are: 

military industries 
• procurement 
.      constructiont   bridges, road», airfield», harbours, 

hospitals 
military targate 
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M   ¡Wig WTth   Ih« Miniatry of ruelle Werks or r«lAt«d institu- 
tlon la responsible for extensive pingvsasms that affect the 
level of many branches of industrial production.    Past perfora- 
ance and targete are of interest to indi*trial analysis and 
planning, in relation to the following specific area« : 

general construction:    rotas, bridges, porta, airports, 
das», flood control projects, park«, aomssents, «U. 
housing 

public buildings, hospitals, schools 

* urban facilities:    streets, lighting, sevara, hl#waya, 
ut%an tümit.   These categories art often htndled not by 
a central Ministry of Publie Work» but by the corresponding 
departaents of local administrative units, e.g., amiti* 
paliti**. 

M -Jimlte'   **• Miaittry of mutation or «iailar institution 
typloally has extensiva records on enrtÉaant, staffiti«, pro- 
cura« ut and construction in connection with pa«t pregiejaws at 
«•Has projections for future years.   Specific oatsgoclss vithü» 
the total educational effort include: 

prlaary ana secondary education, universities 
• vocational ani teohnloal schools, labour tr*lnln« eai •»• 

training 
adult education 

•eientlfie and technical institutes. 

í"*11^   MÈËÊËL* *• Ministry of Labour or rtUte* • fanny a^stttmUy It 
in charge ©f materials pertaining to 

detailed labour statistics 
strike«, arbitration 

social security «ateríais 

to11)   ÌJtsUfl MÊ ìflafllf     ®» reaponsible agency typically 
records on construction, procureaent, staffing, and 
rendered m the following fields: 

public and rural health 

hospitals, eliniea, first^id stations 
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Industrial safety 
•octal security records 
welfare payments and other transfers 

(**)   Ï3ËÈB8S&-   The Ministry of Transport and related agencies, such 
ae Department* of Motor Vehicles and the like have the following 

types of records: 
general regulation and lleenelng:   trucks, buses, private 

autosiobile« and other vehicles, drivers 
public utilities licensing, regulation, and Inspection: 
railroads, bus linee, airlines, trucking public carriers 

construction and operations under central authority 

(x)   Jj^m^gg.   ftte Ministry of Industry or related organ has the 

following types of records: 
general regulation aid licensing:    Industrial license applica- 
tions with supporting materials} inspection reports; conser- 
vation masure enforcement In regard to sil, mining, forestry, 
fisheries;fair trade and regulation of competition 
public utility regulation:   electricity, gas, cossunloatlons 

(»*)   &SÊÊËSÊ*   *• MlnUtry of Ceemeres or similar agency keeps 
fiorii pertaining to 

general regulation and licensing of wholesale and 
retell trade tstabllshstente 
insurance regulations and inspections 
trade regulations and margins 

fb)   Ljf¿|frtlve racorda.    In s number of countries extensive studies with 

a direct bearir« on industrial developr.ent and planning are commie«ioned by the 
Legislature or (legislative Cosmittees.   Moreover, auch Committees amy held 
hearings at which testimony is taken fron industrial, commercial, and other 
sources that generate primary information not acceseible elsewhere,   this !• the 

«ass far example in the Uni te J States. 

(•)   iftltisli llîflmf-   "H* f&urûê of Judicial proceedings in eases In- 
volving industrial and commercial intersste say generate primary information net 
accesaible elsewhere.   This is the case for example in United States anti-trust 

proceedings • 
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(4) ìmm* of qgynntnt mencie» directly involved m tu« «íy^^ 

Such agracies are found 

in many countries with predominantly private-enterprise and nixed 

economies «here other forms of planning, e.g., economic planning, 

is not undertaken as such. 3he principal classes of information 

typically available at such agencies are the following: 
• Land use 

• Industrial location; directories 

• Economic base studies for cities and regions wltfe 
supporting materials 

Studies on urban transport problems:   vehicular, public 
rapid transit 

• Information pertaining to local governments 
atQ* Qr f lilamir mfflllllll •^^^^^^^^^^^^^•^^^^^^^^^^^Me^esamemmams' 

Since these agencies encourage business eater» 
prises to «dares themselves to them with their problems and 
requests for as» is tance, especially in connection with new 
development projects, such agencies are likely to have a rich 
accumulation of ease material pertaining to past and current 
applications, with supporting documentation.   This body of infor- 
mation discloses both past trends and future lines of develop- 
ment, since aany applications are typically part of the current 
backlog awaiting decision.   The systématisation of this material 
is often a prime source of sectoral planning information.   For 
maximum usefulness eae!  particular application or project should 
be abstracted in standard format as a first step of a systematic 
survey and analysis.    The abstract should cover the aspects of 
• projoct listed in Section B-2-a.   lhe principal types of 
applications on file at such institutions are: 

application« for financial assistance 
applications for tariff or ether protection 
applications for import licenses 

Í111)   iBOBoHe nìannin* organisons,    in countries with centrally 
planned economies or in countries with mixed economies that have 
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significant degré« of economic planning activity, the planning 

organisations themselves, at different hierarchical lévele and 

by different functional (Ministerial) or territorial (regional) 

subdivisions, are loplcal sources of primary Informatlon per«S.n- 

ent to industrial planning.    These Institution« are repositories 

of all tate type« of information Hated elsewhere in this chapter, 

hut by virtue of their specific functions, they alao jfcflfflrf» 

process .and tramait primary information of several types,    In 

addition to enterprise-level material that will he discussed 

in the next section, this includes the following inforaation 

covering a series of years: 

Initial plan targets 
initial plan drafts at different level* 

• revisions 

final, fortaally accepted plane 
* plan revisions in the course of execution 

emergency allocations from reeerves and other corrective 

••asures 
extent of fulfillment of plan targets 

- average degree of progression In planning tief« 

by different industrial branches 

- network of contractual relations between enterprises 

»       technical and other support to enterprise« 

control instruments over plan execution and their 

degree of success:   financial and other controls 

3.     ^tararlse-level information 

Enterprise-level information will be dleeussed under three heading»: 

(a) inforaation from private businesses; (b) information fro« Government enter- 

prises; and (c) information generated at the enterprise level in countries with 

centrally planned economies. 

(a)   Information from private businesses.    Enterprise-level information la 

restricted in countries with predominantly private-enterprise and mixed economies 

due to the prevailing norm of public respect for business secrecy.   'Bius a large 
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variety of records that are kept by ttitwrprt... m the normal ««ira« of busln«ss 
«•not open«* up for purp«,, of imly.1, «id planning, and wh«n kty ltwtB ^ 
rfportlâ *° c#ntml Statistical organs of the state, the conftôwitial nature of 
the information, as mention«* in the pr«viout section, is Jealously guaran.   At 
tht MM tin th« actual state of comercial and industrial intalliganct it such 
that auch of this supposedly confidential lnformstion, with th« possible excep- 
tion of SOB« key technical data, is m th« naturi of an open secret within th« 
narrow circi« of close competitors in each Hn. 0f business.   We thus have th« 
paradox that it is a poor businessman inde«d vhe does not Know th« key facts 
•eoMt th« operations of hi« close competitors, yet the publie at large ani 
industri«! planning organisations in particular are not given access to tills 
infomet ion, nor do th«y haw« th« resource« to buy it in th« open «arket fro» 
int«Uif«ne« organisations that exist for thi« specific purpose. 

ïhie impasse leads to a dearth of enterprise-level information.   Apart fro» 
isolât«« aoadtalc studi«« of particular industries, the only valuable body of 
information in this quarter is the 

Whil« Census directories are not published sine« they would identify iatlv- 
idual reporting sources, there are many commercially published trade dlreot^i«.. 
80m« of th««« cover individual geographic*! area, and list all manufacturing and 

commercial establishments; other, cover particular branchie of industry; still 

oth«rs provide Information on individual enterprises listing their plant or other 
establishment locations, their reported assets, profits, «te.; there are also 
purchasing directories that list, for individual products, «H «owe«« of supply, 
»ny specialised periodicals carry annual or seai^nnmal surveys of selected 
•tatistioal indicators covering a vide range of enterprises, bas«d en privately 
conducted questionnaire or telephone survey«.    These acure«« of course vary 
considerably from country to country, but they art readily aco—slble through « 
good refermée library.   In th« United States, for «cample, th« libraries of 
irt4u«t« schools of business have especially good coUectieti« of «ila typ« of 
material. 

A final source of information fron privat« businesses p«rtain« to public 
utilities or companies that for one reason or another, come under public refala, 
tion or scrutiny,   in the latter category ve heve already listed the sain typte 

r 
f 
im 
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of information available in the files of Government regulatory agencies.    It 

should be further noted, however, that these channels of communication «elating 

between Government and private businesses can be utilised for collecting addi- 

tional information that is useful to the planning process.    For example, if a 

particular business comes to Government for a favour gueh as financial support 

or special licensing, the resultine leverage can be used to extract Information 

that would otherwise not be ¡riven out. 

(b)   Government entonar i s es.    In theory, the information In the possession 

of time enterprises should be fully available to Government for any legitimate 

public purpose such as industrial planning.    In practice, however, there will 

be many classes of resistance to the systematic collection of this type of infor- 

mation.    Government enterprises are usually set up as autonomous entitle* that 

are closed at the working level to outsiders Including personnel of other 

Government organisations. Communications in such a case must be funnelled threugt* 

the top level of the hierarchy which automatically restricts the flow due to 

administrative delays and reals tances.   However, even in the orna« of working- 

level contacta there is the typical resistance of operating personnel to the 

collection of any information that is not directly related to Improving the 

measured efficiency of the operation itself on the basis of which th« merit 

rating of operating personnel Is determined.    this resistance is of a com- 

pletely general nature and is equally encountered between planners and operating 

personnel within a single large private business, within government enterprises, 

and within state enterprises of centrally planned economies.    If a giva« planning 

function is located outside the enterprise, the problems of communication across 

the boundaries of the enterprise are added on top of the inescapable friction 

between planners and operating people.   Tfce latter, incidentally, have a way of 

winning many of these battle« since they are indirect possession and control. 

Hie beat way of overcoming their resistance la to set up an Infermati©« system 

that will not only provide the data needed by the planner but will eleo have an 

immediate tangible payoff for the operating man.    Fortunately the modem tech- 

niques of automatic date, recording and digital informane« processing are meat 

efficient when er«anifed into an integrated, comprehensive system wale* satis- 

flea the former objective, 
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mito Miifa^Y Tflannrt 

In countriee vlth centrally planned 
i, enterpriees fall either violin the public or the 

privat« sector.   The latter includa« aostly saell tnd«i and 
rmeiim, while the ferner breaks down further into cooperativi 
Mi «tate enterprise«.   In the indue trial sector, etat« enter- 
prisee are predominant.   These enterprieee -uro at the foundation 
of the entire planning process, since all higher-level plane aust 
be) ultlmtely translated into a consistent pattern of interlocking 
enterprise-level plane before they can be executed.   Flam tradi- 
tionally cover the following basic planning areas: 
• production progresen 

new «sulpaant and technique« 
• eupaly of eaterials and equipment 
• nmnyinnr ant 
• production eoet 

ft eight appear that the enterprise-level plane that are 

up to higher-level planning organe, covering 
basic planning areas in full datall, would contain ell con- 

ceivable inforaation that could ever be «anted in the course of 
the planning proceee.   This is hovever not so, since the 
traditional technique of central planning focueee on the transl*- 
tion of overall piati targets into a consistent plan «aft can allow 
only aarginally for the consideration of alternativa« that are 
at the heart of the whale question of efficiency.   By and large, 
enactions of efficiency com into play la the traditional central 

*—flfrfr «A* by way of engineering or »lightly 
Le project étudiée thst ara undartaken «hen 

plans into annual production and invest- 
íais stage occur« after all aajor choices, e.g., 

f 
í 
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between domestic production and importe or in regard to the 

time-phasing of major investments, have already been pre-set, and 

their results generally do not feed back upon these fundamental 

choices.   Of course, questions of efficiency are of great concern 

in making choices, but they are not based on a systematically 

organized universe of planning data but are subject to informal 

and Intuitiv» apprals 1 by the policy-makers.    As such they can 

be very good or very bad, depending on the insight of particular 

Individuals.   What would be required for tHe formalisation of 

choices involving questions of efficiency is systematically 

organized information on technical/economic alternatives at all 

levels, beginning with the enterprises.    The presentation of fully 

opeiÄtional alternatives would, however,  go way beyond the exist- 

ing practices of many enterprises, and might not only tnvolve the 

rearrangement of the entire record-keepinfc system, but often also 

extended engineering studies verging on the tasks of research 

and development.    This would involve severe uncertainties and 

the expenditure of much effort on working up alternatives whose 

majority would always be discarded.   At the level of the enter- 

prise, data pertaining to existing practice must therefore be 

treated on a different plane from data pertaining to potential 

alternatives.    Planning models of the linear programming type 

ignore this distinction and are justly treated with reserve by 

practical planners. 
If information on enterprise-level technical/economic choices 

i» to be made available for planning purposes, this reqWtTff 

systematic provision i or a new planning function within the 

enterprise.   Such a function involves the setting up of a 

supplementary information gathering system focused both on the 

technical units within the enterprise and on relevant technical/ 

economic information that has to be gathered from outside sources. 

Some of these functions required at the enterprise level are 

closely similar to Planning, Programming and Budgeting system 

studies now being intensively pursued in connection with vwrious 

Government operations in the United States. 
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k. 

(li)   fWtfmt^ong..   Technics publications in centrally planned 
economies revMl far more enterprlse-level technical and 

economic detail than corresponding publications in countries with 
predominantly private-enterprise or mixed economie«, «ine« 
considerations of commercial secrecy «re irrelevant,    «lì» 
industrial statistics of these countries cover a variety of 
detailed technical/economic indicatori} moreover, auch infer«, 
tien is also available in engineering manuals, plant and factory 
design »entmls, maintenance handbook*, spare parts and components 
listings, Industrial programing handbooks, industrial economies 
texts and monographs, and proceedings of technieal/econoaic 
symposia covering such topics as improvement of labour produc- 
tivity or economising on metal and other rev material Inputs. 

In predominantly private-enterprise and mixed economies valuable 
information amy be gathered fro» these sources.    Trade association, maintain 

directories and frequently gather confidential Information fro. mdi*tâutl fin» 
that is merged into larger aggregates end reported as such.   Trad, emanation 
libraries are repositories of a variety of qualitative documentation pertaining 
to the opérations of the respective industrial branch. 

Trade association statistics can be particularly valuable when the Census 
classification cuts across functional branchée of Industrial activity.    Thus 
for example the extrusion of plastic producta is not necessarily the dominant 
activity of many estebliahment. that do a great deal of plastic ant*.!*»,   if 
these establishments are engaged in the manufacture of end products m which the 
extruded plastic material Is Just one of many components, the establishment mi 
be classified on the basis of the end product, not en the basis of It« plastics 
extrusion activities.    Thus conventional industrial statistics cover only a 
fraction of the relevant universe for this activity,   the same is true of metal* 
wklng operations such am casting or forging.    Trade associât ion'.tat ist ios, 
h9WW| oftÄ1 brln« together material by the relevant activity categories. 
Another problem raised by Census data is that technically very similar products 
may be classified in widely divergent classée according to the end-use of the 
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product, while technically disimilar items shew up in the »am end-use cl*««. 

Ttils problem 18 encountered in electronic« as well as in engineering product«. 

Her* again trade association classifications and statistics are often «ore help- 

ful for particular analytical and planning purposes than official Census figures. 

Labour union sources, if accessible, are valuable for analysing the co«t 

and profit picture of particular economic operations be* ow the enterprise 

l«vel, since published figures are seldom available for audi lover-level sue- 

divisions.    Labour unions, for the purposes of contract negotiations, at ti»«* 

•n§afe in very detailed technical and cost studies by prototype operations 

which are almost never released but which may contain a wealth of information 

gathered with a considerable expenditure of effort and fund«. 

Other potential sources of information and/or cooperation in the compilation 

of data are the following: 
Technical and professional societies and aaeeciations 
Chambers of cosmerce and related comercial proaotion organisations 

•      Area development associations and related civic groups, e.g., 

group« promoting the development of a metropolitan area or 

a region 
Bailroads and electric power companies that do industrial 

and commercial promotion work in order to attract new economic 

activities into their tributary iones, for the purpose of «n- 

Urging the market for their services 
Academic research organisât ions, particularly institut«« of 

economic and business research 

Commercial fin» specialising in economic research ana 

development.   The ratea of these firms are, however, sften 

out of reach for the public planning agency. 

5.     ftnrtiif tr% fore**" source« 
The %hree main classes of materials under this heeding are:    («,) infoi'«*'» 

tlon pertaining to the projection of exports; (b) world market prie« dataj and 

(e) data and coefficients from the experience of other countries that are trans- 

ferred to a given country in order to fill the gaps of available domestic 

Information. 
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(*)   Pit» for export projections.    TfcMe projection* can be subdivided 
into projections for traditional «ports and projections for new linos of 
«port.    Traditional exports frost the developing countries are in « relatively 
narrow rang« of commodities for which ample data are available on consumption 
trend* in the major importing countries.    I teas used for final consumption 
(coffee* bananas, neat) can usually be adequately projected on the basis of 
Income elasticities, while intermediate itene (minerals, petroleum, metals, 
cotton, wool) are projected by coefficients of technical use and trends In the 
eejor consuming Industrie«.    The most difficult part of such export projections 
Is usually not the definition of total use in the importing countries, but rather 
the appraisal of the share of the International market that the exports of a 
given country can hope to conquer and hold.   For informed estimates on this 
matter It Is necessary to study the production, quality, and cost conditions in 
the main competing countries In as much detail as possible.    International 
publications often provide a starting point for such appraisals, but for a 
more definitive analysis it is almost indispensable to recur to expert opinion 
baaed on contacts m many countries. 

Hie projection of potential non-traditional exports is even more difficult 
since the success of such experts hinges on promotional activities the quality 
and impact of which are often difficult to anticipate.   Ihere is, however, no 
doubt that diMCt acetas to the distribution network in the country of destina- 
tien Is of critical importance, since attempts to Introduce new lines of expert 
products via the conventional export-import firms are next to hopeless.   HUs 
in turn requires extensive studies of the costs and Institutional aspect« of 
distributive chains, dealerships, and other forms of direct entry Into the 
foreign market. 

(*)   WftrXa market irlee data.   Apart from exports, world market price data 
also play a crltieal role In import substitution decisions.   Since the effects 
of these decisions carry over into long periods of thè future, it is essential 
to base the« not only on currently prevailing price relationships, but also on 
anticipated price trends.   This requires a projection of long-term price move- 
ments in the world market that can be based only on a careful survey of factors 
affecting both production and demand in.this market.    Price quotations for im- 
portant commodities are generally available in the trade press of the industrial- 
ised countries from which delivered prices in various receiving markets can be 

SJl 
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readily calculated on the basis of the structure of transport costs. 

(c) Data for transfer. The data most commonly considered 1er transfer 

from one country to another include per capita consumptions, income elastici- 

ties and growth elasticities, import substitution ratios, input-output coeffic- 

ients, and other technical coefficients including industry-by-industry capital/ 

output and ctoital/labour ratios. Ir testrial statistic are now available from 

the United Nations on an internationally comparable basis,*-/and several inter- 

nationally comparable input-output tables have also been construeted.*"  In the 

case of coruiiderii-jg a coefficient for transfer, it is eccential to survey the 

range of variation of this coefficient in a number of countries that show 

varying degrees of similarity to the country in question, in regard to selected 

aspects of development and resource endowment which can be considered critical 

for determining the numerical value of the coefficient to be transferred. 

F.  Data sources: III. Technical data sources 

Statistical and institutional data sources alone are not sufficient to 

cope with the tasi« of industrial analysis and planning* Technical data source« 

are required not only for the obvious purpose of setting targets in the crucial 

field of technological progress, but also for the purpose of exploring productive 

structure in depth and defining alternatives for choice without which there ean 

be no judgment of efficiency. 

1.  The need for technical data sources 

Economists have been traditionally wary of using detailed engineering 

information for broader industrial studies, since they have been conscious of 

^/ See Patterns of Industrial Growth. 1938-1958. 82.Q&. i  The Growth ef 
World Industry. 1958-1961. National Tablea. c£.c|t. ; and ¿g§», frtifflWtt9ft»A 
Analyses and Tables, ojß.cit.i The Growth of World Indus tryTT95 5-1965. 
National Tables. o£.c|.t. 

¿2/ See H. B. Chenery and Paul Clark, Interindustry Economics. Wiley, New York, 
1959; also H. B. Chenery and T. v/atanabe, "International Comparisons of tha 
Structure of Production", Econometrica. October 1958, pp.U8T-521. 
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the involved nature of this information, and of the correspondingly large 

number of alternatives which would present themselves for evaluation. Instead 

of trying to analyse and summarize such information directly, they have addressed 

themselves to the task of deriving indirect statistical estimates or of developing 

shortcuts of one kind or another. It is of course true that incorporating the 

level of detail encountered in encineering reports into the broader industrial 

development studies would constitute » task completely out of proportion with 

the resources typically available for such studies. Nevertheless, it is évident 

that the statistical approach is more instructive for viewing the past than for 

deciding about the future; and that none of to« shortcut* that have beati   

by economists for getting around the need for suamrlsing and representing the 

relevant production relationships have given satisfactory results. 

Industrial statistics focus on the establishment as the smallest unit far 

^ which adequate administrative records are available for treating the wait in 

* a self-contained fashion, without the need for extensive allocations of tech- 

nical overheads. An individual plant or a major .elf-contained UH»im withir> 

auch a plant can be readily treated as an establishment, but a machine shop may 

not be so easy to treat individually if it is an Integral part of a sequence of 

operations organised for the production of a particular product, such as elec- 

tric motor.. At a still lower level, e.g., at the level of individual lathes, 

planers, milling machines, etc., the collection of meaningful data from sibilìi 

istrative records becomes plainly impossible in the majority of cases. 

Por planning purposes, particularly in the context of rapid technologioal 

change such as characterizes both developing and industrialised countries, it 

is not sufficient to obtain data on resource fymaflnje and thiir JMrnttlisM 

PJtrtttQfl •«<& *• are gathered in connection with industrial statu tica. 

Insight into the structure of production requires the determination of the 

pattern« formed by three elements of the industrial process 

(a) commodities 

(b) technical activities 

(c) organisational entitles. 

(*)   ffWBrWtft,.    In connection with commodities, there ars «no «Mi« 
decisions:   first, whether the commodity 1« required at ail; and second, 
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it should be produced or procured (the make-or-buy decisioni.    It will be con- 

venient to start by diecussinf the latter. 

The aeke-or-buy decision refers to whether a commodity should be produced 

in e given plant, industrial complex, region, or in the country as a whole, or 

whether it should be obtained at any one of these levels from outside source«. 

If the decisi n is to produce the commodity, the make-o,-buy decision has to 

be faced again at a lower level, since all but the siaplest eoaffiodities have 

sub-essewbllea, components, or intermediate-product inputs.    The lower-level 

decision then feed» back upon the decioion at the hi#ier level.    eoaaoaiti«» 

are thus Interrelated by chain« of inputs and requirements.    The interrelation 

1«, however, not unique, since there are alternative ways of designing and pro- 

ducing given co»©4iti#s.    Fron the point of view of design, a coomodity or 

any one of It« components serve« a specific function that can be satisfied in a 

nuHber of ways, eivin# rise to alternative designs, Manufacturing »ethod«, and 

lower-order comodity incut«.    There is thus n 
uniciuely specified«    If, _.. ,._„ 

, even if the end-eoasodity 'defined as a stat- 

ut leal elea« rather than ae a unique proûuet, tro further source« of variation 

In the structure of Inputs appear.    First, Individual product« within the claa« 

way have different Input requirementst therefore a change In product composition 

will affect the Input structure.    This t» e well-understood source of variation, 

often referred to a« the probi«« of aggregation. Second, functional require»««*« 

for Individual products «ay change in the course of tine, precipitating design 

changée.    For example, automobile* or «achine tools undergo continuous functional 

changes «van within narrowly spoclfled categorie« of use. 

The dlseiwiion of alternative wav« of satisfying a «slven function in the 

foregoing paragraph leads tc the »ore fundamental yftflftfp ^ idwtfaar a gli«i 

flf rmñWr fî nmÛM It IM-   *• «* ««**<* no les« «»n mte»«âlat« 
ceavoditles 1« needed for fulfilling a function, and alternative« «my exist at 

thlE level as well as at lover levels.    The substitution between alternative 

ways of ««rvlng giva« function« reaches all the way up to ultlaate plan objec- 

tives and targets. 

<*>   Teehnto»! aetlvltiaa.    The decision about eoamodlti«* 1« closely 

Interrelated with decisione about technical activities.    Different constiti«* 
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which <ta«, on th. .«, t«nMoal tctmtyi .^   .„^^ ^ 

-ni« of «, m the «chining „„,„..   *., ,ctmtlM ^ ^^ 

teonoaic scales; therefore no eo*»odity in an i«t^«-i.*^ ^«loax^y in an interrelated group My be econ- 

«~!JTJf'JÜ,"' ""«"*•••*«•"— -«—» ». of th. .Inl^ 

by tMhntoU «4 dMip, at.•uv« In „«a* to Indivi*«! co-o«itiM 

• to» in th. pr««,c. of .uohrtt.rn.tlv« th. c«.bl„.tortal pomoum« of 
•»»ring . UM activity will ln.m.. aharply.   «m. co«,««.. „, „,„. 

•"*"«•« vu «M «ti.1.1., «ff«„t fc*« «tlvltl«. ..... 

i.e. f 
»*lnl». cm «tin,, ar. airo lnt«r»U« via        ,.  „,  

~-o.lti.. that muir. th. o-pl«-„ury ua. of „v«l tj»l«l «tlrlú« 
»or «.»pi., » ho»i^ for „ .i.ctrlc »tor «qui«, «.ting follow, to 
«hlnlng, thu. th. .aci.lon .00ut tnwtMlt „ ^„^ ^^ 

th. ««px-^ury .»lUhUlty of oa.tln, o*«*lty «han «.*«. „^ ^„^ 
Urn is being considered. 

<c>   frjyUtitlfflt, fnfflttl.   Beth ccemodltie. and teehntoai activities 

•*tistlc«l mit U « «^«.ti**! „^ ^ ^ ft rtrM|| ll-iUy 

niteâ ejtiptenee at • fi««» loemtii«.   ISiere i«, ho***», 

lietamt amy be .peoifteaUy deeigned for «he jmvetim of a mrrm ran«, of 

e«dm«, but th«, are leo «^ eetabUrt-^t. with a greet flmtoiim to» 
th.tr product ».mm***; i«^, «^ m „«iau.ed e.tebUiii»«*t. ^ 
*»» be .*** chan«« w.r ti« in the rmture of the pred-inant *»***. », 
Msocution betteea e.t*blieh.e»t. and froâweti-e «^«tr***, both *««, «* 

•quip-nt and a ekUle* vork forte, hi. t**|*ietmUr We« .or. stable than th. 
«.oclatior betwe« e.tabiiah^Bt. and prti^rt,, ^ «^ ^ to ^ 
greeeively eroded by technologie»! change: 

¡eTaf• t^íí^f1^ *! t*3»*^ «*»* of »anageaent, and only by 

•eem¿e is a process which i. associated with tkiUet verta«, and kinds 
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of machines, and only in this way la it associated with V^aU.    &>th 
workmen and machines can be moved and are reasonably mob ile when there 
• a reason to do so. Other kinds of processes occur in the eleetronica 
area: zone melting in the preparation of transistors, P°^hing of 
îenses, etc. These involve special skills and ^P*en* ^c*f•lop 

at some locations, and disseminate to people and plants that are in- 
volved in innovation in these areas. With the fast çh^n/y fr t«féfc 

¡¡¡fiTtv àt atixm to satoLJuuLJiaPÊ. mtJwr ttotto/mwy uRM 
feffffl fr or even the characteristic of its pAMMi«    ¿¿/ 

While this description has been written about the technological frontier 

In the United States, it is in many ways directly applicable to the response 

elicited by the introduction of a relatively advanced technology in the develop- 

ing countries; moreover, the organisational features of the industries that art 

today technologically moat advanced will before long undoubtedly diffuse Into 

more traditional lnduetriea as well. 

(d)   The evaluation of stati atieal and institutional data sources, fr 

^dation to analysis and plejmlng_.of_the structure,of Industrial profjcffrl!. "»» 

survey of the characteristics elements of the pattern of Industrial production, 

namely commodities, activities, and organizational entities, disclose« that the 

Informetion required for a proper definition of this pattern is auch more fine- 

grained than the best that can be provided from sources such as baaic industrial 

statistics or related traditional institutional sources.    Ultimately all of thai« 

sources go back to administrative records that do not penetrate below the lava* 

of the establishment. 

Some of the key deficiencies can be summarized as follows : 
(i)   Commodities.    The input structure for the production of stat- 

istical classes of commodities is poorly defined and unsteJile, 

It does not allow the separation of individual products, altar- 

native designs, and alternative production methods, and the*efe*e 

it precludes the adequate exploration of economies of seal« in 

production which are crucial both to the analysis of tha patte«* 

of production and to planning decisions, 

(li)   Activities.    Technical activities are not covered in a repres- 

enta ive way by industrial statistics, since as a raault of 

establishment classification requirements by predominant product, 

^   Stedman B. Noble, Technological- Change and the Impact of pcfjfife 
fhcoendlture. unpublished manuscript, 196U.    Emphasis supplied. 
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only a fraction of establishments engaged In a given technical 
activity tre classified «a filling into the OMI defined by that 
activity.    (Por example, a greet »any «ach in in« activities ere 
subsused wider the manufacture of particular product«, etc.) 

tven within the available inadequate representation, subclass es 
of technical activities and technioal overheads at different 

levels cannot be distinguished, and economies of scale (related 
to both the length of production runs and the soale of productive 
facilities) cannot be properly defined. 

(iti)   Establi.hnent classification.    In the technologically advanced 

branchei of industry, increasing ambiguities of establlshment- 
based class if icatioii are Introduced by changing technologies, the 
blending of various technologie., and the spread of Integrated 
systems design that leads to products cutting aerose traditional 
classes. 

e# quantitative and qualitative data that pewit flrel apss.s UsUlm estimates 
of production costs, profitebü.1 ties, and supply for alternative patterns of 
dev.lop.ent within the Meter, in function of variations of local unit prices, 
markets, scales of operation, external effects, an« other relevant 

two essential element, of tails definition should be noted.   Pirat, the 
dsp*« of approximation required for the purposes of sectoral studies le far 
Its. exacting than that required for operational decisions of business firs* 
or government entities.   While the latter require fun engineering detail and 
the consideration of the fine structure of alternativas fer o^ given individual 
projet*, ••€*©**! studies serve to open up a bread vie* of all the pertinent 
mjor alternatives m a given field of Industrial development,   in other «era«, 
•nginterlag étudiée are called upon to support a final operational decision with 
regard to a wmy narrowly defined Indiquai project, aeauelng that the local 
conditions pertaining to unit prices, market*, and the scales of operation of 
the various other industrie, and other activities of the economy remain fixed 

I 
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and plven.    Contrariwise, oectoral studies are directed toward the objective 

of determining the major priorities between ccpetlnr line, of industrial dml«. 

«e„t within a sector In a giver, country or region,  specifically taklnf into 

account the interrelations between various projects, possibly in widely diver- 

gent fields, which are to be executed simultaneously and which mutually influence 

each other throw* prices, market condition*, external economies ani tn« like. 

Accordingly, the technical/economic descriptions of sectors muet on no »cem.it 

be judged, simply on the basis of their reduced requirement, of fine detail, 

as bases for second-rate engineering studio.:    on the contrary, they nal» 

pos.ible an analyst* of r.tructural interrelations within the economy for «hi«* 

the usuil engineering studies, hampered by their load of detail, are entirely 

unserviceable. 

Secondly, the teehnical/econonic description of a sector wet allow ti» 

inspiration of feat data, relating to »It prices, s»rkef, .cale, of <***» 

tien, external economies and di.econc.ies and other pertinent lnfmtlt*. *« 

the production cost, profitability and supply esO-tes.    Ih« tl*U *rle«nt* 

ilei, derived from the experience of other area.  («ostly the »ore h%m* #•*»***• 

ones) are not an adecúate substitute for the tiifoimtien that 1. belt« -««fit. 

•me possibility of incorporating local unit price, in the «atlMt» is *V*et*W 

««phesised since this pen.it. the evaluation of alternative, under tuo parallel 

criteria:    on fee one hand, «artet prices; or, the other hand, social *mmm%im 

prices (opportunity costs).    In practica development decisions, the»e t*o 

erlteria often po hand in hand. 

What ask«* such tedmieml/ecofioaic description« of sectors operationally 

feasible?   First, the large field of technological variation i. reja-Menta* ef 

a relatively TT» ntf*- of <****^ selected w4t g^lrtttn tfllYlU«' 
For exaaple, in the production of aswonla alone there are dolens of patented 

processes in current use, employing a great variety of raw aaterial.; yet,  it 

1. hardly ever worth while to consider «ore than half a dosen alternative «nit 

activities for this procès, at the level of epproxüsmtion which is «MM« 

adequate for sectoral studies.    In one such arsa study, s total of so» irtn^y 

unit activities were found sufficient for definir* the overall Ideational at«** 

ture of the ba.ic chemical industry in the latin America» reglón.^ LiMsftM, 

22/   united Kations, Ti lTr?-*"Ti1 ffi'M"! *" ft"**1«* **tiim» Nf* YorH« l9^% 
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1« *m rofiitiiig of pttralou» for my purp«« tha tona of thousand« of diffar- 
a»t crudon found in différant parta of the world «ay bo «d«quat.ly rapraaantaâ 
Nr hlif a «oMn te • doaatt elaaaaa.    Of courte, the art con*ist* eaaotly in 
deUminin« **t le an ada«y*.ta i«**! ©f attAtl for tha purpo.es of general 
•tudiaa, and wh»t U the «est proper type of flaplifleatio« and feaareliiatian. 

Secondly, «any coaple« tcchnolc loa! alternati*« oan ba veli deeerteed 
W eoobinetion» of tve or MM« hypothetical ^idina-feleeit" attiviti«,   for 
«tamal«,, the very coapl«* tachnolo« of ecetyl.n* production fron gaa Mixture« 
ton be epnrivlMted naatly by defining conversion attiriti« for pura fjtteet» 
fee* n «limiliiu «m taking arithmetical coablnatlot« of th«« «1aiiMiiip*loeJc* 
act triti a«, mi though i« practica the lattar ara t«ldca encountered aa 
Individual «otiti«, 

IWr«, hl#\ly lnvolvad etetetltutio» ralatlonehl» can eft« fet bandied te 
t «tepi« feahion by daflnln« cartate fiatiti«« Interned Ut« product« and ft«. 

*****»»******** •***«•»•    ** «M^«. to Parola« ratearla., typloally 
mm atriiiMi of mmm tm§ m Uim art conbliiad ta fora m Input straaa far 
tatal/tle nranftti«, pat tha definition of M llttlt aa tao elaaaM of «reeking 

tmêê penata m tatou*** daocrlption of thie proeaaa for tree ttmj ¡tmymm. 
Conaaouawtly, li tht fletitiou« lntaraadlatt product«   craaktef foot AN ana 
"creatine feet H" m defined, together vttü flctitioua attiriti« vnloh 
"JMUMfari** ear tain itre«* in*© on« or Ite other of thaaa "lntaraedlata 
producta", than It li not nacaaaary to litt «aparate unit attiviti« for tlia 
catalytic creeking of doaano of • traaos, but only for tha catalytic «reckte« 
of two 

«»M «taplii thould auffloa to teal«*« that a degré« of ooeploKlty that 
to »t flrat «l«*t baldar ina- mu yt«lA t« a •y.teaatic effort at iiopl If 1 ca- 
tion and «aaarailutlcm.   m» «ethod available for tne ch«teal-proe«« typ« 

citad «**e mm bo «atondad vlth relativa aaaa «a other ted« tri« 
if lot now typt, «ueh a* prtteaitd food«, ««moga«, ella and 

«*•• eiejft* ani star*, fara*ntatlon indue tri«, laathar, pulp ant papar, 
cereal« and gla«, ME *|* ftald. of OMaloel petal luiftj.   Por the.« Indu.trie«, 
tho proeiio'tioh of latti otHoaaoala oar torvo at 
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A different prototype is required for industries involving mechanical rather 

than chemical transformations.    The metalworking-engineering Indusfr-fres ferve ff 

» suitable prototype for many such industries.    In the technical/economic 

description of the tnetalworkine-engineerinr, industries, four principal problems 

arise.    First, the diversity of important distinct products is enormous, since 

these products are distinguished not only by material composition but also by 

geometrical shape.   Secondly, while in the chemical-industry prototype, production 

facilities are typically specific to individual products, in the metalworking- 

engineering industries the typical case is just the opposite, namely general- 

purpose production facilities.    Ihird, while in the chemical-industry prototype 

economies of scale can be related to just one key indicator, namely plant sl*e, 

in the metalworking-engineering industries economies of scale appear in at 

lernst two guises:   plant size, and the length of the individual production 

run.    Finally, in the metalvorking-engineering industries there is an inter- 

penetration of the ordinary process of production with technological advance, 

since products are individually designed. 

In many industries or industrial sectors, the two prototypes are eoatoititd. 

In basic metals, for example, there is a chemical metallurgy stage whieh is 

dominated by the first prototype, followed by a stage of rolling, extruding, 

and otherwise forming basic shapes that is dominated by the metalworking/ 

engineering industries prototype.    In ifople consmaer-oriented industrjff 

(food, textiles, apparel, furniture) we find varying combinations of proeesees 

following the two prototypes, with some additional features that are unique 

to given industries.    In textiles, for example, the identification of the 

sources of labour productivity variation is the key to adequate technical/ 

economic description.    In a number of basic and interstate indus Wlff o*h» 

than the ones mentioned, chemical processes dominate in all but the final 

An example is glass and ceramics.    Finally, there are industrie« for «Men n© 

other feature is as characteristic as their use of 

technology (electronics, nucleonics, special metals). 

In the present section the contents of teehnicai/eeencmic data are dtc- 

cussed under two headings:    (a) technical/economic description ©f a aceten 

and (b) related estimât ine procedures. 
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(*>    îtehniosl/oconoalc doeoi-lBtlon of a ««cty.    TM, involve, three 
tasks:    (1) the definition of funetloiml relationships tetetan input« tua 
output«;  (li) the handling of ancillary proce««e»; and (ill) speclel technioal 
considerations. 

lo develop functional relationships bttwtn Input« and output«, 
it is firat naeassary to develop a suitable breakdown of tho 
•ector, Indu»try, or Industrial branch by wit productive 
attiviti«*.   these art the eost el—ntary unit« of tsifinrtliigy 
«bat aro bein« taken into con»ld«ration far «too purpo««« of 
analysis.    In «lapl« eases, the unit activity say eoincld« vl«h 

the industry or industrial branch; in aar* ftteplt* oasts, It my 
be a subprocoos, a fratasa «top, m operation, or eay other 
logical mit.   la addition, the unit activity aay be «afinad at 
différât lovai« of afgragitlon.   For tow purp «in, far eaeseale, 

antir« petroleua roflnori«« «ay at is» te eusse «9 »tutte attivi- 
ti««, stiate far otter puree* M, «toy aay te «ratea tarn« Ite« 
susproooseso Ilk« dUtillation, ereoklnc, fratte! UentUf, «te. 
Initially a lavai of iggresatlon astetetete vitti «Mi evall- 
ability should te alate far.   It «an «ten te «tettateti tt a 
lator eteft «tetter «te lavai« at dotali tatuava* te ijfttetmt 
Industrie« art consUtent vit« «aoh otter irte tit palte «f 
vtav of industrial doveiapasnt pro«s»s*lftg. 

Seeondly, input and output tata tra te te «Ivan la 

ongintarlng uniu (net valut unit«), la a« ite « piti tilt, 
teta aay «ata« readily evi lítele in 

te «te fate af 



îhlrd, functional relationshlpe in to bt established 

between productive activities, in accordance *lth variations 

in the following factors: 

a. product quality, 
b, the assortment of producta produced Jointly, 

e.     types (or compoisitioti) of raw material« or intarasilats 

products, 
i.     proportions of basic productive factor», primarily labour 

and capital, 

t.     «cale of production (tine rat«), 
f#     for noneontinuous production:   lot si** (»orlality), 

g.     saturation period of Invsstsient. 

<it)   j^Mlir rrr"*-    lB * roa*#r rf lt*m**tm, it »ay fee con- 
voient to restrict «tact quantitative representation, at leaat 

1» the Initial stages, to the oore of each process, and to §tv» 

soaewhat lest exact» poaalbly qualitative, consideration to the 

ancillary proceed«« required in production,    U» Utter coaprlae 

the feneration of utilities (steam, power), storage and inven- 

tory handling, transport within th»plant, loading and unloading, 

tmlntananee, repair, general services within the plant (such 

as heating and lighting), laboratory servleea, «eternal trans- 

port needs, and related soelal-overhead-tvpe needs.    In addition, 

consideration must be given to cost factor« auch as office, 

general and administrative expenses and salas expenditure«, In 

so far as they can be readily assigned to individual produc- 

tive activities.   A great many practical problem always aria« 

In this area, therefore, no generalisations ara offered at this 

stage.    Ihe best approach dlffars fire» Industry te in*» try. 

As an Illustration, In cost estimation for chemical 

cesses the following anclllaries are given explicit considera- 

tion:    supervision,»intenance, payroll overhead, equipment and 

operating supplies, indirect production cost, general off lea 

overhead, depreciation, taxes (local), insurance and interest. 
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Each of thus items Is estimated «s a fraction baaed, directly 
or indirectly, on operating labour ani on plant Investment. 
These ostinate« are most readily available fro« United States 
engineering publications.    The estimating fractions are given 
In the literature only as percentage ranges, leaving the 
selection of an appropriate figure to the Judgment of the 
individual estinator.    Thus, in generalising this procedure to 
conditions in the under-developed countries, it is necessary to 
•eparate the technical estlaating factors fresi the implied price 
relationships which are valid only for the United States. 
In other Industries, similar problems arise. 

(ill)   Baecaal technical, considérations,   in each industry, there are 

certain technical peculiarities which can at tines upset even 
the meet carefully prepared estimates.   For example, careful 
general calculations based on local iron ore deposit«, shoving 
production relationships for pig iron, steel, etc., can be 
thrown off completely if the ore contain« «nail amounts of 
certain coloured metals, such as nickel or chroaius.   Similarly, 
some chemical processes are very sensitive to water purity.   A 
technical expert can spot these trouble sources at a glance, but 
it is often net easy to have hia specify in advance what night 
be Important fer technical feasibility.   Nevertheless, an effort 
has to be made to cover thesa aspects, in order to make the 
representation of technology suitable as a working tool for the 
general industrial development analyst and planner. 

(b)   flsmmfflms IfTimT^tri grccad"*«*-   under this heading, a number of impor- 
tant categories of Information are summarised which are closely related to the 
representation of technology or to the us« that is to be made of the technical/ 
economic information.   Ideally, it might be attractive that technology be 
represented in such a way that the physical inputs and outputs of each activity, 
«hen multiplied by their relevant local prices (market prices) or opportunity 
costs, projected to the year of the plan) should give individual revenue or 
feet contribution« expressed in local currency or in dollars,    in practice, 
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however, it is often ha*d to define the relevant local price, and the reasons 

may be partly technical in nature.    For example in the appraisal of caustic 

soda production by electrolysis the price of salt is vital; yet it is almost 

never poseible in developing countries to start with the current market price, 

as this is based on an entirely different kind of operation from the one 

required to support a modern electrolysis plant.    In other word*, tc estimate 

feasibility for soda, one has to look into salt production.    Another example ia 

the transfer of textile labour input figurée obtained from one country, to 

conditions that are prevalent in another country:   here the technological summ»* 

has to be complemented by an estimating procedure for productivity variation. 

It is not possible to give a comprehensive list of problems to be handled 

under this heading.   The following items will serve as illustrations : 
(i)   Estimation of prices for important raw material* and futí*,    füm 

most important factors affecting the supply of «ach-of torn»« 

to be given, together with the input coefficient that is a 

of the technological data. For «sample, the world price struc- 

ture of fuels, the trend of fuel prices, and the effects which 

ocean shipping costs have on these, are not a part of th« tech- 

nological description, but in industries which are heavy futi 

users, these factors play such a critical role in the entire 

evaluation of the industry that at least a sketch of a suit***« 

approach, together with an indication of where complete 

tion can be obtained, is indispensable, 

(ii)   Estimating procedures for labour productivity variation, 

general observations as abcw« - 
(ill)   Estimating procedures   or investment cest variation.   Ms 

includes at least a breakdown of purchased coat and érection 

cost of equipment, and the cost of building«, together with Inf«** 

ustión on estimating procedures for determining the freight 

charges on items of imported equipment.    It 1« also desirable 

to develop a detailed breakdown of equipment needs, in ©Mer to 

separate domestically procurable items fro» imported items. 
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3*      ¡TlflüY fot* twcce at the lev! of the technical un¿t 

The priaary sources of teehnical/econoiaic description for en 

industrial sector »re found at the level of organisation which In ordinary 

statistical usage Is designated as the technical unit.    Since at this level by 

definition there are no administrative records on which ordinary statistics 

could be based and since such statistics in any case do not cover the aost 

essential aspect of teehnicel/eeoneaic description, namely the identification 

of functional alternatives, we have to recur to two other priaary source«: 

(a) engineering and managerial estiaates, and (b) technical records. 

defined for these purposes at several levala of aggregation, corresponding to 

the Uvei of detail at which individual activities are to be represented.    (See 

Section 2. )   There is a natural hiérarchie*! structure in productive activities 

whtre technical units at a given level work together and are served by 

ancillary or overhead processes,   for example, Machine In a sachlne shop 

pernit parallel activities and can be Individually described; they also 

coaeon facilities Including a structure, heating, lifting, «te.   The 

facilities aay be treated as separate activities in their own right, but at 

time it Is preferable to allocate their input «song the unite servad,   me 

»achine shop itaelf «ay operate In parallel with catting, forging, wseebly, 

etc. shops or divisione within a pUntj all of these larger unite then aleo 

draw on ceceen ancillary or overhead facilities at a higher level, e.g., 

or atea* generating, fire protection, etc.    At a still higher hierarchical leva!, 

entire planta working in parallel in a given area need coaeon ancillary or 

overhead type faciliti«» such as clocks, railroads and roads, worker housing, 

etc.    Xn predominantly private-enterprise end atxed economie«, where these 

overheads largely occur at an organisational level hi#ter then the individual 

enterprise, they are at tlaes regarded a« having an Intrinsically distinct 

nature fro» lover-level overheads and are designated as "iocleT overheads. 

Fro» a technical/economic point of view, however, there «lata ne eeaentlel 

distinction between overheads at different hierarchical lévela and It la e 

setter of convenience in reletion to a given analytical or planning task, at 

what level ve break Inte this hierarchy fer the purpose of definii« «alt 

descriptive activities. 
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Th.« a« tao «. of «tUUI- «*i"-rl«. «* —«.H* ««-«. ftr 
...    •»„. or fctaloU/«»«" dMcrlptlon.   Hr.t. .»«tal Inquirí.. «n 

r!T.„ • o   ««fu! «*tt«»lr. .ur«y. in »LU« to «tati« 

«.tata.,   s—«. ror th. PUT,«, or taring -«-«-     JTt CLrin« 
„«ti«.  « P-ot». proc»... - W - «J-J2T SlTST 
tata.ll to yl.M th« r«.ulr*l data, but .Mil .t . uro- •"-**•"*       "" 
Ult, ta M« «h. -í-lt-« <* r""UrC" "* ,ff0rt Vl*     r~"*U 

liai ti. 

,«.tta»»ta. IW .* th. ~-*^"^-?Z ta-T" 
»o _«r.t. .«.UMntary Infontatlon vlthln th. fr«-wrk of th. «r. trtal 
«o ««•»*• -*-•" »^^^,-tutl«! .«ort.    •*• -1» «l««*"» •— 

1      ^T!. rf „_, .««.til .-«y. «* th. inquirí« «—» f~ tartata* 
Z S-^tl *.t —- th. run „unti* -tu« ------ - 
ZU* - u«- «- - *-*- - -i« «-*-jvr *• V-T 

JH vi* th. .u. or th. »it. hov . .-.tit»«« or i««r•«^~ 

„««„,. fill- «t vithln th. o-to-ry «Wnl-tr.«« or "*"*«* 
.„tta. or « «ta-*», but ta. t. ». .talnUtar« by «*««- - -•- 

S. vi* «-U1 «U* - « •**«-"« *— lî^tlof th. 

„.Lw, «rtrt« to .<-. «tant or th. «tur. of Ini«—«t ****** 
*^        ,  .„. -_tlo.. »bout th. funetlotal r.l»ti«»M« l-Unin «• 

«•te a» «""* «. «iwn pr«tl« »  »rob« for wr»** 
— .        ». th. MM nu» th. wt .m.tant «y «f bttlMtai <* • 

t«»t«l ««US'-   ror th. «IK ««on tn. ^ «.tu». 
** of .u» inf—tl» —Ut. of . ««ou*. l""**t'-'' **"" 

Ivlrll bta. of th. «1.U« pr-ueti». «•«"-*iU 'TTT 
«!— th. «.IM.U» T r-llly « «U « -r«i-U* «««^ 

aiurmtive«. 
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(b)   Tochniocl record*. An lncreesingly Importent now clems of priory dmt* 

on Uohnleel unit« Is furnished by technical records.    These oin be in the forai 
•** yadafitlon aemcr. e.g., records ecocmpsnying each workpiece te e chain of vcrk 
ctfttien* in en efficiently run amohine shop, or In the fern of the rjsfljnji of 
instrument«, sensors, counter«, etc., stored In grephicel, digital, or other 
foni,   îhe «mount of information contained in technioml records is expanding 
et e repid rete vlth the Ino leasing rationalisation «ad ccmputerimmtion of 
industriee.    Since the borderline between «dminlBtretlve ani technieal record« 

U not sharply defined end since to m ever inoreeelng «tent administrative 

records themealveo ere elee collected, handled, end eterei in comyuttr readable 
foni, the entire traditional appi ne nh to industriel etmtistios it bound to to 
profoundly effected by these new developments. 

If the range *f operetion« of the technioml unite under study to euffieiemtly 
bread to prende ««emplee of most of UM alternative kinds of teflhnioal possi- 
bilities, the analysis of technioml recce** alone amy yield an ammajuato met of 
alternative* for dmflmlfig w potemtlml pmtterne of 
integration vlth prototype deeign ie, however, etUl likely to be of 

pointed out earlier (eee Sec. 1-5-o-i) thmt the ayeteemtic eoUection of 
technical/economic alternetivee within em enterprise or other on 
unit such m Oovernment omet et in« agmney U beet viewed em e new, 
function met hem to be integrated with higher-level planning function* within 
the seme entity, eepecimlly bärget eetting mi budgeting.   In thi* light, the 
collection of toohnloal/ioanamic dmte 11 amili en* rempanatit within m larger 
information and deci alen ayetem «11 of whose function* heve to be related 
to each other;   TMs le obvious since UM available informition Influenoee 

critically the fields within «M* m rational enelysie of planning all 
omn be ta*p*jr*jeamji^ wmaie the mees re** Dotear paaeeMMg oejeemseem em ^emes^Me 

to* «man UM lami «veaont of the Informmtlon gathering end 

function in relation to these oritioal 
being lucróme lngly reoognlaed In «11 major organisations in industrially 
countries «mere syeteamtlc planning decieions heve to to 
tinning process, end a elerlfleatlon of 

es e 
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having to do with Urge decisions systems end the nature of Information 
gathering, storage, retrieval, and processing are exercising ** iw 
increasing influence on the day-to-day operation« of eue» organisations, 
îhe underlying theory le often referred to as economic cybernetics er 
gene««!, eyetene theory, while the pragmatic approaches built up around 
olmmsntsrj applications of these coneepte, especially in the Unite« Stata», 

are referred to as Planning, Prograroung, and Budgeting, 

In relation to particular developing countries, the problem of providing 

data fer industrial analysis and planning cannot be left at &m lewtl «f 
traditional statistics, but rather the need for the largest possible 
Integration between Hie information-fathering, plawüng, and budgeting 
functions, both within Government organisations and enterprises, has to be 

specifleally rseognited. 
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or liiAintgiml a-HfaU, ||g °-     A nartlal lit of rafaranei 

«NUMB 

This sect ion contain« an annotated list of r«f«renc_ eat«rils that ere 
frecjueiitljr ueeful for purpose« of prellÄlnary orientation and for the 
fiUing in of gaps in the primary fete for industrial analysis and planning 
in a given country. 

1. 
Th« United Nation« produc«« such a tosed rang« of documentation torn* 

It it often difficult to identify item* of particuUr fjprUMi to m 0mm 

•*••*• Hit Unit il Viani Piiìimlt Iren *»• *** contain eompietc ii«t« 
of Ite documenta of th« Regional Ceeemisslons.   Koverer, ali. th« Coamleelot» 
except th« Economic Commission for Utin Amerito IMI» «ithar monthly or 
annual Hat« of their complete output,   lit lutings of th« 
•ion for Latin totolo« ar« unfortunatol/ iiromplete.   On« good way of 
tracing items of importance to lnduetrlal «tudi«« I« to review too 
li«t« oontainod in too 11.11,11 reporto of régional aympeela, 
and aeetinge of too Commi»«ion.   For emmmpl«, e number of 
important aspect« of toe metalvorklnc industry tost teto 
•e tph—oral conferei wo document«, oan to traced if reviewing toe 
Hot given ih tone« III of 

York, 1958.   Repoeitories of Regional Commis«ion 
et toe neadipaiiter« of theee Coamieelon« and «lee at to« Regional 
Section of United Nation« Seadquartere in Nov ¥01«.   Utile eailei 
Ateto   êWms^Ê dato   Jajá*-   riaa^ofe-^^JS^elk^eeeaiOÌiBjfe    jugtotjaem^aiam    ¿»«s^av   • • —«•• *¿ %•»   4^h^^totoua^toàt^a«a »er uup&ae 01 en*•• ut • print «pmemern ere usually inn 1 memive¿ 

to nto to aeoure fnusinll« oopiee of 

U) 

(i) 

Data. Me» Ymt   17-I9 Ito/ i$£U   Report to 

^^^Ê^KgÊa^^^^^^ÊÊ^Ê^^^^^^Ê3[^^^Ê^Kl^^K^i^b^mÊ^^M   «^vmsee» «    ^ e       e> «n>MF^sBe7^p   ww   ^p*m'vjn^ne«!^Bnn«jpjpn* e- 

Jr^** ese* isean^n^pees   #> ^s*e> AsWdMaeeK e    ep^Pjnvmem« w a    e> ^rnpeja   ••w^s'tâwgeaj ePgP e   wswee»   ssenv ^sejmsejv^ve^p^nvHn^gjmO 

Piret too papera published in 



Pjo^uctlvfty. Bulletin 10 j W*r on ee*«nt lneluieâ t» 

awttflttiBMinwi ftglttttw imitai fifi MttMl ••> « 
listai««*!!« f*i*r» w»*ll*et> «liip- «*1« toi» 
Dooi»tn*tlon Unit, Vie*».   ttU *>f*l«i 0««* 
th. mittel effort in refe* *o eteg^ta«»» «**tt***«. 

W5 Mereh 1963.   «*-t piÄaUhM, 1961»; «——^g * 
¿max II.   Pesete o« eettwéôlôejr «* «*• foll**i"i *-*"— 

tri«:   eetelwwklnf» qfceeUel» pel© eaa 

tmê pf©eeeeln§, cee*nt, *!•*»**»# •*•*• 

(tifi 

M 

(W¡e§*í), öenem, fefcrewr 19^3»   *• ««*» 
(•«• 2,000 iteew) mei**» «war •tail« e* * 

particular Indue triée. 

Iti stamm, i*~& *«*» if«. *•<••*>«•* m 
of report.   Tannini e*terlel» e» *e*l* «etele, 

mmàml, pul» «* pepar, eai textile mfcietttee 

§9 Nove»ber-20 Deceaber 196?.   Ca«i>retieiiei*e «»*•* 

a**«*©!«** «ni etwtlee «» lf*i*i***l tatatrtee. 
MtMMWWb« pregree*i«i «•* *** a****** 

m* probi— of #M«1 i«^^^ **•»*•** •* ~ 
***, M four* I« tit« perloiii mU«*me et ** "***? 
Industrial Development Ore*ni«»tlofi, 

«fn 

^j   jhgfjliial flÉWlfff ~    Beferem»perfciiwtof te lnelrttuel 

Intuetrle* ere lee inaerei« te fee Ueteé *»re# 
A**« th« «ert tapertMs* Unit«! mttow eeafeinw ** 
„„ri,« HAivlâyel uetetrl« eret   taterreglef»! ipeeelt« «• 

th. ¿„»lieetlon ef ****** ahnten rreetieee tottt *m «* •** 

Ininetry to Dwrelopli* CowUrtet, He*», ""^J1!^^ 
fcfcarwfioeel Conference on th* Derelep*efit of retnNlMriwI 



oountri««, fmmm, 16-JO Nov^bw, 196U} 

OR Ito D^Hapmn «r MrttlvorfcUg 

19«6i 
Ito Ufctt* Nttlow 

<lUni vtHi lniivláttl 
WI» Tn4u»«rl*l 

tot alto •tart« pubi Uh ine ***•• »«ri«» 

(t) 

U) 

H/    No.l, 

Ü/   to.i, « 1963. 

# 1963. 
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series of printouts In standard format based on the«« fllM has 
already b««n publish*.    Unfortunately, industrial production 
statistics in similar colter-readable, internationally <H»*«J»*1«, 

detailed format are not yet available,    foreign-trad« statisti«« 
and related data will also be found among the extensive materials 
of the United Nations Conference on Trade and D«v«lopa«ftt. 

(t)   fiofflfff» studies.   The United Nations geonemie Commission fer Iati» 
America publishes the series, AjpAytfl list FfgitiillMi ff-Ismmmmml 
njX^ojfflfjtít, which includes several major studi««.   Of «special 
Importance for industrial development is No. VI.   ili ftflttlflim 

miTlorient of Peru. 1959, which contains proj«etlon« based on m 

lnt«r-lndustry analysis and detailed induetry-by-m^^r •*•**• 
of domestic production and import substitution po—MXMMM.   I» 
•any ways this volume can serve as a paradle» of ftstftttoiaL 
ment studies based primarily on traditleiial (non-t««*tó«»l) 

The International Bank for Reeomstruetion and Dewl«*»»»* «Je© 
has a series of country studies that contain «neh infeemstton, 
primarily of a descriptive-statistical nature, on individual 

Industries. _ 
(f)   T^nieal Assists« reports.   These pertain laagmly %© laüflÄA 

Industrial development projects investüated by «**•**• or mm 
Bureau of Technical Assistance Operations.   See» of th« reports 
have a broader range and may cover an integrated jjiiigiaes» ©f 
industrial development.   An example of the latter l« klOÉBÊÊà 

jn^trialiaation Pl-cjareJie fof ^ filiti Pf fIflslMmft» ***** 
Annexes on shipbuilding, metalvorking, eleetrtosl «ni ohsmloal 
industries and industrial parks.   Many of th««« i«»orH are 
restricted and/or out of print.   A complete set of i «DUS Is is 

maintained on deposit at United Nations 

2.     Mt«*. ?to*es_Goy¿aiei&. 
The body of United States Government and related publications that are 

in one vay or another relevant to industrial development is  s* «oJUsJÉno»» as 

the United Nations material.    In some cases there is a doubt aether a 
particular set of references should or should not be included under «Jit« 
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hMalngt   for MMpU, ma Himr« Iconoalc Rtaomtoh Project it not « 
OUIWIMH *fnoy, but ita lntar-üiáuitry rooewati it cloitly ralatad 
to »lalUr rMatroh yrforaaa vitti In Unitad Stata« Oovtrramt iputlM) 
thtrafor« it Is braafcatad with th« lattar.   Slallarly IM Mattono, Pianti*« 
AMO« Ut ion AM raeantly Usuai ospitai Input ooaff lclanta feat aro eloaaly 
folate* to «ari lor work by «IM luretu of th« iirtgn     Nat« somln th« deolsion 

te includa this »»tortai under th« present notais*. 

a sett« of 
>i   Joint few* fwgMM, Mutual Saturi«? Adeinletretlon (NBA), 

|MA|| 

AamlnUtratton (IOA), aal Afsney fe» tatarmtiomi I^MSMMH« (AID). 
me win nltttw of éoemoBJmtloa mat aro oooaaetoa vim ismararlal 

U   Alt several 
of ••fitti 

Üt fer pleat a« isitfttet to 

!•«••* oaa-ahlft oaeemtioa) me follovlag aoat 
ara HNMfiáad AMP iwilaaì Ì til tad meiea aaaAltlmai 

— Capital muli anni•     PiMdi   IMA, buUelnfs, 
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— Material* and supplie*.   Direct material* j 

•uppli**} nott ori availability of «atarials «ad 

supplie*. 
— Power, fuel, water. 
— Transportation.   Own transport; external toMMf***' 

facilities. 
'•   — Manpower.   Direct labour; indirect labour, sot« e» 

training needs. 
— Total annual coate and aal«« raven»«.   Susuary of 

coat data; revenue baaed on needed «arket. 

i»   FUnt IffT"^ tflfl v°rk flow-   D*»i«mt«« ••il1 **••• °* 
mod nil equipment by name and at times by capacity; 

designates work flow toy arrows. 
fliie ie generally a highly valuetoi« rafe*«««« f©* 

nraaaleotlAn and a*iantatioa purpoeos.   It« limitation« 
JHB^^^B«BBÏHS^«WBS«B«1BW •BABeBHSMSSSsssBS^^^^^^^" 

are the following.   First, it is not comprehensive in 
industry coverage ribr consistent'or complete in input 

«le*»ifl©*tion.   Sm^JtottìS Jn**»*ll-ae«l« «ad 
simplified industrial operation« Hü.t do not repr»«*»* 

e«rr«fit be«t practice In the United Stat«« and »ay 
involve a built-in ob«olesc«nc«.   Third, it worfc» vim 
co.ts rather than with physic«! input figur«*.   fearm 
and nest important, it doe« not provide a functional 
relationship between avallatole alternativ«* wi^i 

to si««, raw material«, «eohaniaatlon, «te. 
<U)   g^iif «f indiquai industrie«.   A large number of 

industry studies, covering a broad range of detailed industry 

elMiifioation«, are avallatole.   fh«y ar« of varying depth 

and quality.   Ih« following ar« th« aain series: 
», ^ ntv ^ Qn Productivity uni nnorr ftrformflfit» 

Prepared by the Bureau of Labor Statistics of Hi« Unit«* 
States E«part»ent of Latoor for the foreign Operation» 
Administration, Industrial and Technical Assistane« 
Division, 1951-5^.   Typical industri«* covered!   Urn»' 
dress shirts, wood furnitur«, brick and tile.   These 
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e* 

d. 

•• 

f. 

are extensive reporte on case studici of United State« 
f Iras engaged In typical operation« of each particular 
industry.   Equipment and operating practices are da* 
•cribed in sufficient detail to enable users to Judge 
the short-comings of their own operations in regard 
to productivity.   The reports are aimed primarily at 
AMME fin». 

*•   ^ÜL^ámtry Serleet   c**^* Mmmn mm¡m 

Prepared for the Off lee of Industrial Resources   Inter 
national Co-operation Administration, 1953-56.   These 
reports survey the markets and potentialities of 
hMáie«aft and manual industries in a number of 
countries including India, Indonesia, Oreece, and 
Lebanon. 

9ÊWmmùMÎÊ gfrttf »   rwiared for the Technical 
Aus Branch, Office ©* Industrial Resources, Inter- 
national Co-operation Administration, 1956-58.   These 
reports give detaUed illustrated deecription« of 
operating equipaent ani practices and representative 
eeet figures fer a number of detailed industry oate- 
gories.   The average repert has a length of J§»4® 
pajes.   Typical industries covered ares   blook lee 
making, rice bran oil, small leather tannery.   This 
senee is largely subject te the same reservations as 
mentioned to connexion with item a. 

riMt ñamtrtaWntl atrito, revised, 1959.   Same issuing 
©Éflee, format, length, coverage, and (largely) contents 
as itsm £¿ above. 

1956-5T.   Contents net much different from ltsm §* and d* 
above,   same comments. 
Tmt^iuÊêi *mm fW-tÊT Striar   Prepared fer Offlee 
of Industrial Resourees, International Co-operation 
Administration, from 19§8.   Sams comments as itsm e* 
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(ili)   teJfStUttUEUi-   Ine omce of Industrial ^source, of 
the Agency for International Development,  in co-operation 
with the United States Department of Comerce, maintain« a 
»et of Project Data File Carde that are available in the 
Department of Coœaerce field offices in the United Stat««. 
Backing each card i» a large report with a eonplete 
description of the project, maintained on deposit in tfc« 

. Wellington office of AID.   The purpose of the Project Data 
File Cards is to provide sutwary iafo»«ti«n an «ash project, 

as an aid for the operations of Unit«* State« p*imte 

businesses abroad. 
(n>   m^ Suatas Crnm^MteFiEÌe..   Ines« eateries «w oft« *•«• fe* 

orientation and preelection purp©««« in developing «©untri««.   «» 
data contained in the Cenan» can be asad to define approximate 

minimuo raus«* for plant si«« m specific miiiatri«» «i *» beel« of 
the nuaber of ««floye««, to quantify appro*!««*« e»#itel/««tpi* 
and eepital/Ubour ratios in detailed intei^rtal el*««« i t© M* 
Industrie« by intensity of rav «atarial, fuel, 1»*«», capital, ana 
other expenditure« j and for a great many ©Hier analytical purpose« 
«here some aspect« of the experience of a highly industrialised 
country are held to be relevant or ti*nsf»»bl« te a developing, 
country.   In« «aterial« of the United State« Cmmm are superior 
in this r««p*ct to the comparable smterlals of otti« industriali»«* 
countries, since the industrial census «eriea in «» Unit«* State* 
go back unbroken to th« «arly nin«t««nth c«nt«ry and *m «*«•*%• 
regular censuses of »ost other ini«»triaiisei eewwtri«« by «nay 
¿«cede«.   The develop««ntal trend« «Xpert«**«* «y th« ÜRi*** Stt*«* 
in an «arller stage of its development are to some extent relevant 

to eetttttrles that are tc-emy in cessare*!« «ta««« of «n«ir gr**»l 
end by the sane token, th« pre««nt «truet«**! patterns and Umto 

of living of the Unlt«d Stat«s ar« often s«t up »• ««•••» of 
oent by «one of the developing eeuntri»«.   Th« repu»* p»bll«*ti«n 
schedule and «asy eeeec»lbiiity of United Stat«» C«n»«« «aterial« 
adds a further incentive to their wideepwad u«e as standar*« of 
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in 19Í4 by the Naaaarch Analysis Corporation of McUan, Virginia, 
Hi« at trial lii Oil« conpl Int Ion la by nov aarioualy out of tete, 
ani contains aigitlfteant  incotte is tane it«, error«, and existions. 
It hat batn augHnrattttd fry « nm compilation preparai by «It« 
national Planning Aaaoclatlon (Wä), a primta raaaaroh inatltutlon. 

Itala volume, entitle Capacity i^mMfW ftaYallM Plttt¿y * MaauCaa- 

lÉfflfM iWlmliin* (*y a« M* i;*^del^ ' • M. »Iti, ft, J. tev» and H. K. 
Wood, iftó), ilwt ratios -f finad eapital t© 
Mi datali* oapltal fiojt brenltdovno (in tara* of 1963 Uni tad 

i) by Ü9 Individual input Hew and T groups of aoiultt, 
Milt, buildlrv», auxiliary facilitisi aal conati 

labour, fer 998 Industry tamm* 
(«)   JBaffjsjRi if Lf frT. .Stffff^ Qf h*ftff -'t*tlffV19^'   ^i« Puraau 

ooapllaa « rrmt aany nrliaary • tat Ut Ica In th« flald of Ubarne 
•Ml U alac inveiva* In lntar-*¿sn«y aconoatlc rasaarëi probada. 

SÏC eUaa, for 8 variables eonctmij« aaylayaant, «afa«, «úa* mu 

mâm of «ala«, capital expandí turas, ani S analytlaal ratios fon 

twam tht fortr *«riahlas. 

w 
AU  t« « 

primarily sciantlfle, tannic» 1, ani aconomlc 
in countriat with eantrally plannad aeonoalta, 

a graat boon to persona mo ar« not abla to 
Ir t>« oris Inai lanruaitas.   Ih« sourcai 

la, Journals, tmdt pap rt ani nava papara     flit 
avaUabla fra« ttw Unitad Statt« Daytrf ant of 

ara lieta« in Hit Uni tad Stata« Oovarnwant Qatalo« of rubi itati 
art ala« available on alero-carda in 

ni the Unload Stata«, for amarla in «ha 

rubile Library (United »tata« Oa^amaant In m—ata ooUaction in 
DIviaion). 
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restrictions on the publication of such non»» that have their origin either ir 
security considerations or in a parali«! to commercial secrecy that le due 
to international competition, but these are probably minor obstacle» compared 
vlth the aaln impediment, namely the sheer bulk ana constant chana* charac- 
terising this universa of information.    In one of the Eastern European countries 
a centralised depository of norme reportedly consists of shelres extending 
over »11 the uallaof a large row.   in« take of distributing and keeping up 
to date an informations! universe of ihis sise would certainly require nodem 
inforsatlon processing techniques eons 1st ine at the very least of alcro-card 
storage, ami preferably of ooeiputer-readable date, files stared on smgnotlc tape. 

the three Informational universe» discussed in the preceding section» are 
illustrative of the variety of avi liable reference sources.   Information from 
Govmrment sources other than the United States and countries vitti centrally 
planned ccononles have not been sent toned, nor lias the extensive body of 

raference material beam detailed that is available from the Organisation 
for leoncmic Co-operation and Development (OaXD), the European Goal ami 
Stasi Community, fcURATCl., the Pood and Agricultural Organisation (PAO) ami 
a msaber of other International organ nations.   The documents llsU of theme 
lui SI limili ama Organisation» should be consultad for guidance. 

there la also ample material In soattered private publications that 
cannot be revi sued here m detail.   A number of scuro«* on industrial 
economies and industrial planing, »one of «hier, Inelude detailed deseripti«ns 
for several industries, art      s ted in 'Treilalnary Blblio/rephy for Industrial 

Development Programming , published in t**ited Nations, ^4mitía^ÍEÍiSELEEá 

pttbHsbed annually by the United Nettone Educational, Cultural, ami scientific 
Ormanlsation (Ut.fTCO) provides world-wide covarmi of the periodical lite- 

rature,   the mmUÊJ^mÊ*ê$J$mm*Ê &»«*> Moneweei, til.) *•* H* 
JTTSTIBU ftf ftnWilf fts^rftfV ot th* American economic Association llkswlae 
cover • vid« range of économie »foráneas,   A list of doctoral dissertations 
in economies, among uhi* there are occasional excellent industry studies, ft« 

published annually tn th»- aepteaber issue of the mtXSNlMxmiì Ulti' 
P\irther references to industry studies vili be found In 1.8. Nagen, 
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